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THE RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE OF ISAIAH
Introduction
We have been deeply conscious of the contri-
butions made by ancient Rome and Greece to our
civilization, and we must not forget that of
ancient Israel. To Rome we owe our political law;
to Greece we owe our cultural foundations; and to
Israel we ov/e our religion. Of this religion
1
"prophecy is its most splendid flov/er."
"Hebrew prophecy is the most remarkable and
profound movement the human spirit has ever known;
history can show no parallel to it. Though limited
to a comparatively brief period and confined to
an insignificant corner of the world, it has proved
to be one of the most influential factors moulding
2the character and destiny of mankind."
1. Peake, Roots of Hebrew Prophecy
, p, 1*
2. Thorn, Prophe t s of I s'rae 1
,
p. 13.
w 3V4ia[i>!a^x;d euui niaa.i t?HT
rrol • cf'^jon J’nT
-frr.j’/TCO ^<i~f Jo fujolonncv ’,^Xq^o^ n<>eo
wo ol ooeeiO f^nf <«toH ^iiroione rd enot^ffd-
16 J,»3 rfd do^iol dofi Jp.im 9 7 r'n.*. , no ^das Hi vio
^weX Xr>oX\fXIoq two ew 9W efiioH oT due f one
od bns ; 3no tdahojjol lanwcflyo wo owo oir ^ooertO o:f
noX^Hon sXcfX 10 .ncXsilsi niro o\to ©w lepnel
, 'i9’,Yo.r.l MJbneXqe dteom b.X ? eX ^coodaonq"
V
X>n« ©Icfo?('i9fn&n iBom ©xfX aX ’^oeriqonq ws'ideH”
;nv/0 ':^. nav© 86x1 XX*ifce rujrw'^ erfX Xo^rr^vom baxjolofrq
beXXir.XX rl^ooriT .it oi XoXIan q on wor'e nao u^'toi'itri
'H h'^ntla 0 '‘ifta E^oX*t<>o rXfj'r’ ie»Taqrrroo p oi
Stovonq 3 ©rr iX ,^X*io’''.' orfX lo t*' tao t an ^ rra
^nXXiXyoxn fr.Tcioal Xa Xr^TToori.i t i^ior ©rfcJ lo ^crr ©d oi
q
"
.
'i'^r:4n.^3^ lo rntiBe'" ^cia neio^si^ 'o 9,'^i
X
.q . ..©ncf©!! lo aiOr^H ,o5tfiol .1
.f.I .q” lo 'a fp iT^oi^T ^n-xorlT ,S
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The place of the Prophet in the Life of Israel ,
The Olt! Testament orophet occupied a unique place
among his fellow men. They v/ere considered as the
direct representatives, or ambassadors, of Yahweh,
The priest was the administrator of the Law (Torah);
the sage was the wise man who made the practical
applications; but to the prophet was left the re-
sponsibility of revealing the will of God, He
had the sense of being within the councils of
God, He ?/as not a pedagogue, not a critic, not
a scholar, but a spiritual pioneer,^ The leading
prophets were men who towered above their con-
temporaries in every way. They were supreme in
character, in intellect, in sincerity of purpose,
and in the intimacy of their contact v/ith the
divine, "They were bold and consecrated preachers
of right living, sane and courageous social re-
formers, as well as shrewd and fearless politicians
and statesmen,"^
The Religious Experience of the Prophets . The
chief thing contributing to the prominent place of
1, Leslie, Class Lectures
,
September 23, 1932,
2, Eiselen, prophetic Rooks of the 0, T,, p. 108,
e 1.1 •1
• 22. t 2l er^'t 2£. QriT
«»o.-£c[ fm/ a ^^^qvooo ^'^riqo'trr ^Iv ‘f^T
aJB 6©'!-“^ ^800 0 ©«r ^©'^''T .
.ft©W;"(©T ‘io
,
s'ro^'oaefi'^nifl io
^
aov ? :tp.^ffi©3 0"'Q‘=)'* to©'r^^
jCiIb'io.T) wbJ ©d-t lo 'loi -n:^8X^[^Ir^ ?t ©di «bw :t3or'Tc? ©rfT
IfiGXcfoB'iq &fi3 ^bam orfA* nw ©ejiv» ©; -^ aew e^ae fifi&
-ert ©d:^ cflsX a^jw cferfqoiq ; a. -oXitijoXIqqB
©H .fecC lo XIXw ^fiiXaave'i lo -^ctiXtcf? enoqe
lo Blloftwoo -'rtd nfriilw gnlecT lo ©enoe ©ri:t f?Bid
ion ^ctiiio a ion ,©U50^eb 9q q ion eav* t*d ,bofi
3aXba©X ©riT ’^.leerroiq li^i/iXniqe a irM tnaXodoe b
- rtoo ‘Tiotfi ©vodi> ^^eifwod odv? nem 8'f©dqo'T0
nX ome'iou.e ©naw ^odT a' Tj'tev^ irX eqi*TP»»eqiT!9X
,©8oq'r;jq V y^i'^sonie ftX [L<^in\ nf , »!©:to "la-'o
©rii dilw iouinoo -rt^rfi lo '•‘^>^^^T!^i^.^ ©di n^ ^na
S'T©rfoa9"q bei^noBaaco f'na bZod ©*i©Af y©^T’‘ .©aiv-^b
•f»i
-9T laXoca exjoepsnnoo fcaa ©riBe »3i'i/vfX id^tn lo
BnaXo-tiilog ae^Xisol bne bwoirie sa XXo-v sa ^snoin^ol
. aeme © ia i 8 bna
odT , gj^dqonl ©xli 'to ©on© ^'reqx? 3tK)X>jiI©fl ©rfT
lo ©oaXq inealmo'iq ©rfi oi ii/cflninoo 3nXr[i lairfo
..*5691 »SS ledmaiaaE ^ eeiifioovl sbbXD ,9f.rB©J .X
801 «q t -.T ,0 ©di lo e^fooTT d'ctodgonT ,n©X©el3 .S
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the prophets in the life of Israel was their unique
religious experience. It was revealed in many
different ways, Samuel was called from his sleep
(I Samuel 3:2-14); Elisha was called from the
fields of his father (I Kings 19:19); Hosea found
his throiigh the experience of an unfaithful wife;
Jeremiah’s call occurred in the midst of a normal,
happy youth (Jeremiah l:4ff). Prom these various
calls and commissions the religious experience of
the prophets developed to a remarkable degree of
sureness of purpose and sensibility to the divine
will. Their hi^ conception of the character of
Yahweh led to a keen and vital appreciation of
his ideals. As a result they felt it their duty
to make this conception known in every sphere of
human endeavor, and to insist upon obedience to
the divine will in all relationships.
They are noted for the part they played in
politics, Tviey condemned the prevailing social
institutions. In fact they invaded every sphere
of life, all because of their deep realization of
what Yahv/eh mig)it mean to Israel, Back of their
every undertaking was this tremendous drive of a
f»jL;pfnu 'r/erfi spw Xestel Ic ,il eir^riqo'rc ‘rf^
^ripf:. rrt P)r)XP‘)ve't epw er/oinXX'^*'
OdOla eirf mo^il Jbfillpo cfj.v r.-:)f;fnn," ff'
©riX rno'i'^ bsIXisn enw /jrfeXrJI I)
bnrjo'i s©roH ; (61:61 I) r fri 'to RbloX't
: bT:
X
w £jj1d:i Jte'irtjj na lo ©onsl'i^qx©
tlfimpf ri Q "lo :tsMm ©'*:X bB'i'iuooo XIro q
'
riafne*!©!,
BL'o f'TO’;'’ eRft.qi mo'i'X .('tli'tX r^jsXmo'TBl.) r(ct;/o>c 'v^oqftrf
Jc oono.t'iaqxw exjcXsXXRT; Rn:t B'loXesXrinoo brrp, bXXbo
“
to BldRTt'iBin©'! b oBgoXQVBb BiBrfqoTq o/ict
BfjXvfb srict \^iiXXqti^rf9r. ^/tb ©Ecqnjjq lo gRoxta'iiJE
'to 'leXoaiBrlo erfif lo no.fXoeonoo 4RXrf *iX©xlT .XXXw
“to cio.M£lo9*iqqa XeXXv bna fiQo:>I 3 o:t beX rfev/jrisY
v;Xx;b 'iXoni ^X^l vorfcf qXueeo: b .sXr^IX sXrf
lo Rooriqg ’roovo n.t av7oro( noXctqoonoo Eir?l bnIbh
0.1 Bono.fbedo ooqi/ iBXsriX oi bne ,'f vaoboo rrR.r.ujrf
. Bqlrfsaol JfiXo't cxa nX XX fv. antvtt arid
ftX b9vala yo-'X Xobo boM ':o1 hadon b'ib
XR^oo8 qnfXXBVBoo f f^nm^bnoo YOr^ .eoXXXro'r
O'XBilqe bebBVri.t \\9iid doa'l . EnoXctjj>lXcJani'
lo noXlBsXXaRT qofth iXeriX lo eej-raoed XXe »olXX lo
'iXerfd *^0 ^ioaS .IgbieI od npam ^rtTi^n fiowiio'''" daffw
B lo ©vXob RjjdbnBfT.BTvX elffd" crw ^nXzfp .'t'lGbnd
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vital rel5.gious experience* No where is this
truth demonstrated more forcibly than in the life
of the prophet Isaiah, son of Amoz*
Brief Statement Concerning the Prophet Isaiah *
One of the greatest of these great men was Isaiah,
son of Amoz* ’’The fact that Judah did not share
the fate of Israel, but was able to maintain its
independent existence for more than a century
longer, is ver^/ largely due to the work and in-
fluence of this man* He is one of the best ex-
amples of genuine manhood known to Biblical
history, and filled all the functions of the
prophet's office with high distinction* He was
well bom, mingling with ease in both the highest
and the lowest circles of Jerusalem society* So
filled was he w5. th the consciousness of his mission
that he declared both himself and his children as
divinely appointed agents for f'^e instruction of
Israel (8:1B)* He was both a commanding speaker
and a v/riter of note. He was, like Amos and
Hosea, a social and religious reformer, fearlessly
attacking the social and religious evils of his
Bhii '
J
0''.'5r(vv oVi
. Idtv
ela i orfj' rlc^ioio*^ 9^0'' (-"Tdfcrtonr^f^ lit 't:/
. SO0A lo nop trfB'fie'’ J^riqo'ia ') ' f lo
. i9.n.qc^<j 9;i-t -in I n" ^'£ i;_0 la^.fT.-^-.^ ?-tfc 2^''®
^/•{B^fl9i sr’v riei"' ir ' T, ‘r . c>f .or h/^I To 9ifO
jn^de d ; iT ^ d' rfti^LfT, ct- ':f ^OR'i «.r’- ‘ 1.0 'tor
'"rl "^rt p.^-vn turf ,£'^?'tf;l '• ; 9.t''^ t
'.'Tr/dn90 R q.’rf.'t vncnr "o'!’ •^orJ9^ ig fx''- '^n ^
-rii '?nR >r*io7. fjdJ- oi r'!<)V e.t ,i'-*rrtoI
-X9 isocf add' "io eno ai aH .nar a?d^ 'to eonoqi'i
LeoildiS o:t riT/cnyf boodn^rr. aal.'jnan '’o eolqn:^
arict lo Bnot'Jdnsj^ ^dS Hr ’"aJX.M '-nri t^nocfefd
sew ©H , £?o i loaJ i =: i P' '1 f v; ao M } o e ' i eiloon '
Isorf^lil 9-ril n'l-'u nJ 9?.pe dd-Pv/ . oiinr ' fow
oa ,*j;i-9looe rraJ.^s^'raT. Ic sa.roTio ls9-voX ©o'i ‘‘'7-
ao.tBP.rf>' ptri lo esenaxjoXcenr. c rit.tw arf saw ^omi
BB aaahHd;; e.trf t'le llasfnXd rt^tod he'r-.Co^^ 9d .•t.---':J
lo no.tlojLn? en.f 9.^ ^ nol '^slnioqce "loff.tvt^
T9>(a9q3 ^',n.t‘'vtefn£rioo a rl:tcrf epw 9*'
drr < e.or:A ejf.tX < saw 'tc- af-l'-r - ? '^as
^XeeoX'iaal t'lRxr'rols'i cr."' ' j-tX*^*! f '^ooe >' <R feoH
eld lo eXJV9 eiiO.I’gMen ‘:<nB XqXoop ^ft{>tORCtlR
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time. He wea a great statesman, being, during a
large share of his life, one of the king’s chief
advisers. During two political crises, the Syro-
Ephraimitic war and Sennacherib’s invasion, he
was the commanding figure, calm and serene, and
with a safe consistent policy. As a theologian,
he both reiterated the heart of those who had
gone before him, and added new' elements to the
religion of his people."^ They are as follows:
(1) The concention of the holiness and majesty
of Israel (6:3, 3:8, P:10, 37:23).
(2) Faith as the means of tranquility in crucial
times (7 :9, 28 :16 )
.
(3) The inviolability of Jerusalem (8:18b, 18:7b,
28:16ff, 3:15).
(4) The idea of "the remnant" (7:3 cf 10:20-23),
by which the prophet gives form to the hope of the
establishment of the divine kingdom (2:2-4, 4:22ff,
9:6ff, 11:1-9, 18:7, 19:21-23).
In this study it is our purpose to discuss
the place of Isaiah in the life of Judah, En-
deavoring to show how he was guided and motivated
1. Peritz, Old Testament History, pp 199-200.
fidi 'to Kiri lo eMp.cfp
-OT^Cti ,8©ei'no ^BC•.^^^Ioa owi rnf'Tf/n . '/fi®
erf iOoIeavaJt e ’rff'rer oanneS briB ‘inw
bn© ,efi€no8 hn/a mX^o teTf/qX! SftXbnBnmoo Brf:t e^w
tfiBigoIoerfd' B 8 4 ."^oXloq inedfelenoo ©lee b rfiiw
‘^ari oriw 980 rfi lo .I'^aerf erf^ beta'ierfje'r rfdorf erf
erf^ o:t e:}n&!frel9 wen bebbe »mXrf e^o^ed
tewoIXol aa ©'tb TterfT '^’’.elqoeq elrf lo nolsilei
rcteof.om fens Baentlorf erf;^ lo noX^ceoaoo erfT (1)
.(e;S:?S .01:*? ,8; 5 Xeeiel lo
Xa^owio aX tXupnPiit lo ^riB'^n. 9rf:t ea (S)
. { 6X; ‘ aenX
<dV:8X td8X:8) neXBBtrroT, lo v;t.MXdero ^vni erfT (f.
)
.(ax:^; ,iidX:8r'
,
( Sf?-" *‘; OX 'to a.iV) "^ffartme's erfd-'' lo Bebf orfT (J^)
erfcf lo eqorf edj ocf mol eevlp iXerfaoiq erfX rfolrf// vrf
,11';S:^ C!Ob3n.t3f ertXvXb eitl lo dfiexnrfp.XX da cfee
.(52-12:61 ,^:8X ,9-X:XI ,113:6
ECHO sib oq eaoqriifq '^sjo ?J ii ybaie. eirii nl
-nb ^rfabuL lo el XI erfi riX rfsXPBl lo eoalq erii
be^QvXqoin bna bebiii^ eaw erf vyorf worfe oi ^^X'lovaeb
.0()2-6QI qq > , /l.Q-t.eX? iqh>0BXEoT bXO ,.vJX''9l .
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throughout by his religious experience. In order
to do this we must consider him historically,
politically, socially, and religiously. However,
so that we may best understand the man and his
religious experience, we must first consider the
book which bears his name.
rv.
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I.
The Book of Isaiah
An intensive strugf^le has been waging for
inany years over the authorship and authenticity
of the book of Isaiah. It has been one of the
knottiest problems in all the field of Biblical
criticism. Ho¥/ever, at the same time, it has
been recognized that there are fev/ other books
of the Old Testament which have equalled its
sphere of influence. It is impossible, in this
study, for us to consider the problem in detail,
but we shall try to touch on its high points.
Name
,
and Place in the Canon , Our word ''Isaiah”
is a transliteration of the Hebrew, "Yeshayah,”
which is the name used for the book in the Hebrew
Bible, It means "Yahweh saves," or "Yahweh is
salvation," This is practically the same meaning
as is found in Joshua and Hoshea,^
In most editions of the Hebrew Bible the
book of Isaiah comes first in the second volume
1, Eiselen, Prophetic Books of the Q. T., p. 113
• v,
' riBJ^aaJ *^,0 >fooa
'*' serf f>X*)3jj'i.'t8 sv'er^dn.t riA
of in3fL+i^e briA q.trfaixod tra *ievo t'feo'7 rnom
erid lo sno ne'd 8**/l dl .rfedi-el ?.o :foocf ^rfd lo
leoilcfiS lo bleil ?>ffd lie nX BKtordc'rq d’P.eJ dcforol
BBjrf d.f tomld ©June ©rfd de ^neveivo?! .maloidi'ic
e^Ioocf 'loffd'o wol oie Q'Torid djsrid bS'sXnSoo^*! ne'^d
Bdi belfpjjpQ BVBd rioldw dnefrrwdeoT JblO erfd xo
slrfd ni .«Icf.fBeoqmX ei dl .©ortBxrl'ini: lo ©nerfre
tIXadoh nJt meXdo'xq erid i©f)Xanoo cd eu rtol ,'T^r.rde
• adnloci edf no rioffot of T:nd IledB e\v ftsd
“rfedBal*' h*tovf luO , nonft C ©Krf fioeXq hne < ©ingPI
’%dB7 fld8BY” iWB'ideF ©dd lo noXdBnsdXIsrts'^d a bX
w9*td©H ©nd nX "rfood odd nol f^eau 9r»<>n ©dd eX doirfw
eX d9Wi'lBY” "10 ”,eovBE riowdjsY” snjeom dl ,9XdXa
^nXffBPm Quiaa ©dd v;X [eoXdoMnq pX sXdT '’.noldBvXsB
^,eodeoB brio a;jd80 l. nX. fSnjDol bX se
odd ©XdXa v/©*idoH ©rid lo 8nc.fdX5e deopt nl
©in/;Xov *^noo©c ©rfj nX dcnXl eemoo rleXael lo Jtood
*0 9fid If; edooS oXdorido*;'! .XCIX .q , nolee
- 8 -
of the prophets. As Isaiah is earlier in date
than Jeremiah and Ezekiel, this is the proper
chronological order for what are known as the
Major Prophets. It is also the most logical ar-
rangement because ’’Isaiah is unquestionably the
greatest and the most majestic among the prophets;
and he retains his position of preeminence in
spite of the fact that modern criticism denies
to him some of the subliraest passages in the book,”^
As long as these prophetic books were written
on separate rolls and existed as independent docu-
ments this question of the proper order did not
exist. But before long they began to copy more
than one book on the same roll and then the
problem of priority had to be considered. The
Babylonian Talmud is one of the first attempts
along this line. Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and
Kings were placed in that order because of their
contents. Since Jeremiah was similar to Kings in
language and style it was placed next, Ezekiel
had to follow Jeremiah, which left the other
places to Isaiah, and ’’the Twelve.” Later, a
distinction was made between the historical and
1, Eiselen, Prophetic Books of the 0, T,, P. 115,
y^<i|p iwy^
- 0-
•>
'*
’.»*
octRb nl
€l fiatnel eA •evQxfcro'jd ericf ^
idqoiq sxrd^ ei bnJs rf«iin^*x0li fter^
. V
erf:# Eft .^wom( e'ta d’‘Jriw nol *I^^'xo laolsoXoaoirfo
'5 H'
'
'
-T'
‘ £
-•ra XnOlsoX d-eoir 0ri:t oeXa bX ..ed©riqo*x^ rrotsK
ofid'^'^XctaAoideeupxw Bi rlfiXjsel” eeirBO&cf
; 8 d‘0jtlqo'Tq effd" snoma X?*om ©4^ tica
nl Ofiefllntee^ q noiXXeoo slrC eniB^«n f>rf brie
Belnab melolctlao m^bonr :foe’°t erif Ic od’Xqa
X ) •' '
'
.Tioocf fll B^aftBBBq XB^lXcf^e 9ftf ,1o 9ff>oe taffi o f
aoi&titi 9i’3v. 83(004 oXl’oxJqo^d oB*>df ea gnoX rA
f
-uoojb InBbfxeqfiibnl afl Jbelelx'^ bna b/Io*!. ©d’ensqsB rto
:fon"6Xb '5®q05tq sxiX 1.o,-^qX4801w etxf^ Blnftm
'
’
''
' X j ' ‘ ‘ ' '’"'"•v
9noiri. ^qoo o4 ^rtoX snolecf it/S .Xalxo
;y, . <a
ertct n&rif^hae XXo^*x emRc etfcf no 3(oo4 ono nisrf^
"fa
"
'
' Ji ^
ehT .b9^L:0Menoo ocjf baxf YXlrroXi^ 'to m0 lcfo*^q
; d-e*fll erii Ic ^no b 1 fcjL^oXaT flsXnoXYCfflS
,
*
fl
,.
*’ ^
I’’
H ‘‘sbfw ,i0jjBf£8 teegb/zt ,ai/rfBoT/ ,,eftXX^8l44, ?)aoX«
^ ff'V
^
**
'tXorii lo 9Bifao0cf lefirto fsHf nl 'booBlq O'lfm e;>aM
•
b
'
v' • ji ^
T,nl agqlH ol 'xsXlmlB a»w rtelBra'ieT. 9oni8 , B.-tnd4noo|K
B'Lf
.
.
'
I, .. ^
’
O ® ,. M!< ’.t
XolTfasH rXxoft jbdosXq brta ©g/ji/gnaX Vv,
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the prophetic books, and then Isaiah was placed
in its present position,^
Proto-Isaiah , Most modern scholars agree that
the book of Isaiah is the work of several men,
and may be divided into at least three distinct
parts: chapters one thronf^ thirty-nine, forty
through fifty-five, and fifty-six through sixty-
six. Prom the three separate superscriptions
found at the beginning of chapters one, tv/o, and
thirteen, and from the use of the third person
v/hen referring to Isaiah in chapters thirty-six
through thirty-nine, we may safely infer that
the book is not entirely the work of Isaiah him-
self, It has probably developed from the col-
lection and combination of the separate sayings,
writings, discourses, and prophecies of the
prophet. Thus, it is perfectly possible that in
a collection of thT s kind some extraneous material
would be included. This is evidently what hap-
pened here.
1, Eiselen, Prophetic Rooks of the 0, T., np 114-15.
2, Sellin, Introduciion to ihe Old Testament, p. 130
%-.O-
Jbaoolc 8.;w riatnel ^tip ,e5foocf otJeriqonq
^.no^^J’RC'q !*r-^rrft*7q e^l rtl
:teff:f esfigp e'lPXorioe nnehcm XeoM . rfeXi^gl-o^oT*!
^a^!rl Lfi'jevoe lo jI^ow ©rf;^ eX rif<t.P8l lo >^ood ©rll
rfonf £>©»^rfct dnjeBX Sr oirii te^ivfh 9d rp.;'n F)na
Tjdiol » entfi-'VT'^'tXd.t ;';r^ao'irr^ ©no e'lBlqarfo ; e^'ieq
-Y^xXe xte-v:+'^X'' brre <©v f'l
enol^qlioe'^ ©Que ©vFp'iflqse ©e'tf'.'t wi'? ,“^8
bnp ,ov?^ ,©no e^iectditifo lo ^snXfinXjidd 0ff:t :ti bru/ol
noan^q b’^ifld ©jricf *^0 essJ 9'^S rr.oi? brtp tfiseJifrld
X/ B-^:f‘!if{ct 8‘i©:tcipdo nX rfP.Pfial od nfiJ'i'i©!©':
SeiV'S ^Q'''.ni Bw t entn:-y;^nifiX r^/ra'i/ld
-irrXrf fialBBi xo A'tc'ff erfi ion jfood erfi
-foo ©ffi troit bQqoIeveb ^XdPCfo'iq B/?ri il .ilee
©ia'iBqsa drii lo ncIiBnldsoo bns noMoel
©rii lo saXoeriqoiq bns ^eeHn^J00 ^ib
^
P5>nf ilT.Y
ni iarfi oCi'lecoq vXdo^lneq v*: P ji t SurlT .iedconq
XsiiB^Btn 8jjof>/r8*r ix© emos n 3Mi "5 0 rtoXiooXXoo 3
-qsri Jpr!w ^XixiQbJv© si si/lT .nebr/XonX ori P Cfrow
?
.9'T0f? b9n©a
.eX-^II qq t*'X . 0 ftqi *^0 eJvOoP olieffoon*! ^neleeXa .X
L05 X ,q t ifiortp ig©^- i rfoX j otj* on ifl? tfiXXX©8 .2
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There has been much controversy over just
v\^at portions of the book belong to the first
Isaiah. There are, however, certain portions
which most scholars have a^imitted to be genuine.
These are 1 - 12, 14:24 - 20:6, 22, 23:1-14(?),
28 - 33.
Several critics have denied the genuineness
of the above mentioned passages. Most of their
attack has been concentrated on four or five of
these :
(1) The promises of salvation in 2:2-4, 4:2-6,
9:2-7, and 11:1-10. Stade, Hackmann, Marti, and
others maintain that these contradict other ideas
of Isaiah; that they are not logically connected;
and that they have no meaning for his time. But
these are negligible if we hold to the idea that
Isaiah, like the other prophets, did not originate
the expectation of salvation, but assumes it to
pbe already familiar to his hearers.
(2) The utterance concerning Moab in chapters
fifteen and sixteen. This, for the most part,
sounds much unlike our Isaiah. Only the brief
1. Sellin, Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 100.
2. Ibid,, p, 132,
rjst/f, 'tsvo ^a'tevo'T "tnoo dorm n^o,d pari
Ibi.M oJf ynoX^d :foad *>0 fno^d'ioq •J.erfvv
Brto^,i'^oq n^£('W90 j-xavewor^ s'je'^T .r'fll^iel
. ^rrlwfT©;;, ©ff o:t ©vprf p*(; rQffce ^aocr. ffoi''rr
,(?)>£-!: ,SS ,9:02 - >1 ,gX - I ©p.orfT
.Sf. - n*?
:89n©n£x/n©s ©rft feetnab erfi^'X BC^.f'iirro T.a'^BveB
rtjf^rict jBoJd .eej^Beesg benoMnen ©vods ©rf^ lo
lo ©vtl '!o luol no bes'tij'ictneonoo n©9cf e^r( ^osdda
tseerlJ-
,9-2: ^ fxl noXctnvXftB lo eae rxi*o'ig ©riT (I)
bn^ tl-tncAi ,nn msJofiH , ©bad’s .01-1: XX bna ,V-g:0
ea©M lorido do.I:‘''r>'Td'xioo eesxld dr.dd nfidniaci a'tarfdo
tbedoamno TC-f^IaoXsoX don ©ne ^arld d^’,r^d :ff-pXaBl lo
fuS .©mid six! lol gnlnaam on ©varT 'yrend d arfd f'n^’
d«n'd aabi' ©jdd od bXoil aw lb ©Xdlp./X’^on ©t"* io.-jdd
/ ' ' '
©da.i./ 5il*jo dv r b ^ b , adarfrro'rq ©rido and e>''XI ^idfiXaRl
od d r BBii:U8ea tnoM8V.ft-p lo rto^dpdoeqxa ©rfd
o
.p'la'iaojd sXrf od 'ifilldnal rb^eiXa ocf
eiodfi^p'o nX cfsoL ^aXr^'r^ocoo ©onaneddn (2)
,d*i«CT deoid oT'd 'rcl tslrf? .ffoedxXe brra needlM
leXicT ©.id rXnO .rlsf&sl -mo oiXXnu icxjr. ebnxioe
.a tdnenfidBdT bXC ©rid od noXdonbo'i.dnl .X
.2SJ .g t^yc^l .2
.OCX
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epilogue in chapter sixteen, verses thirteen and
fourteen, is worthy of his force and quality* It
is interesting to note that much of this elegy
over Moab is parallelled in Jeremiah chapter
forty- eight. All we can do is to make a suppo-
sition that both Isaiah and Jeremiah were quoting
from some earlier prophet who spoke concerning
Moab.^ Prom this we may draw the further con-
clusion that Isaiah's purpose in reciting this
oracle was to warn the people against a coalition
with the Moabites.
(3) The utterance about Egypt in chapter nineteen.
This very naturally divides itself into two parts:
one through seventeen, and eighteen through
2
twenty-five. Cheyne divides it into four parts,
but it is much das ter to consider it with the first
division, especially if verses sixteen and seven-
teen are considered as a connecting link. The ob-
jections to the first division are of little conse-
quence and do not need to be considered here,
but those to eighteen through twenty-five ard
much more serious. It would seem to be based on
1. Cheyne, Introduction to the Book of Isaiah
, p. 99.
2. Rogers, Tntr^ to Isaiah, (Abingdon
'mT ' nooiT'i-f.j'fd' e'isnev tfiooKrile t vicj^ffo rrt
tl .T.f fiBiip Hnfi Rmo*} ^iirf :o yr^'J*iov iro'^
ai’i‘f:+ “io J arfi eton oi pnJ
*t9dcfpp'0 ri -aX ir<^n oT, r: f h • i f T e X I " " 3 -'' a X dec vr.
-oqqi/e a r i p.t r<b ner 9w C r/,, .1rf'-^°'~
T^rriioup e'lfiw f,n •! rTf XfleT iXXocf ^o^j;R
^nXn^’^onon 9 ' 1'oqe orfw ^rfoo'tq ^ ^ r.'^•^’l
r
-n o 9dt ’>r-*rb e-.v ,fpx r^T.^'i *.rf y
alrf"t a'' <).-rv<’rr;Q X.’'’*;^ nrr--,.rXo
iioXc^XX^oo B Xanl^sa ©Xanec’ ArfX nrj’w ot aav’ 9 /
r
,/ to
. e
»
* -? di^o M « ft d X •''.'
.rieeJ'ftntn •lo'^qpflr nl Xt/oc
-
©r'T {c.)
owX oXnX xf^RXi e9^Xv^^ TTfip-tf^X >.n aiii^
dp.c;o"SjrIl n99:tri;nX9 hn-^* ^ncfelnovee rf^ JorcdX ^r.o
^e;X‘i^q Tfo't oXr:X ^rr-T^dO , o'rX’: -rcfn^v/i
TeiX'l f»r!1 dXXw -t ; i^b^'anco oi 'laXpiS^ rfOf.ffr ?J XX It/cf
-';.9V0y b;lr> fte^XX-XS -;9R'J-*V 'X i Upf J
,
i:~ ^’'
•‘C,. 9rfT , ' I ri f X I. rfno V' bp '-p- 'C r
_ 9 p;-! , ;-, p r < "t j / qo ?'< . qo f '• fv : 't f' 1 e'i ''> '^ ' ^ '^r>9'
•
-)«’- 9 ^ Iprrrc 9C' * ' f>99f. '“> rt oft ^Tf'' OCff^rfp
f)T ’ LyM-'^ X/.e X rfpjjo*' r'X ao -# x f •; oX ^^. crfX •. :;q
iio -.-'d 0 ' me 98 .'"Xffow 'J , ft'rc m dotm:
Xi .q ,rff^X/.sI 1.0 Jioo<i >ffi od noi x o.-Xto*-? J/i, ^Qft'j^rro .X
aji entirely different period than the first section
and in verse eighteen the reference to ’’the city
of destruction" is impossible to Isaiah. On this
ground, some critics have assigned this second
part of chapter nineteen to the period of the
Seleucids, or even to that of the Maccabees. How-
ever, the mention of the pillars which stood be-
side the ancient altars favors a pre-Deuteronoraic
date. The recent discovery of the Elephantine
papyri has proved tbe existence of a sanctuary Iji
Egypt long before the time of Cambyses, and as it
has become almost certain that the colony there
had its origin as early as the time of Psamsne-
tichus (about 650 B.C.), so verse eighteen followin,^
would accordingly refer to pre-Exilic and pre-
Deuteronomic circumstances. Thus one cannot ad-
visedly pronounce a dogmatic judgment and must
be content with the probable, authorship of Isaiah
in the first part, and assign the second to the
middle of the seventh century.^
(4) The utterance about Tyre, chapter twenty- three
Verses one through f ourteen have their basis in an
1. Sellin, Intro, to the 0. T.
,
p. 133
tnoT.^ftr^e narfl^ boJ*Ler vt!'e*Tell,f ^le'rflno na
^ctto 9rfd*' o:t orfct neoirf^ife ^erev rrl hna
p.Id& no .jiflf )gI oct eldfecormJ b1 ’’no *10
ftnooaa eiril ©vtirf eof;?i *!0 ertoe
6ilf *o Nr^jt^oq o^ aooS^ctlr. 'ie:tqnrio lo ::t'taq
-v7oK .eeerfaooaiu srfcf lo neve no ,eMoiJoX©8
-erf booXe rfo.frfv/ e't>:!lIXq ©I'-rf lo no .t ct neiJi ©d:t ^Teve
ojtfriono*i©cfu©<I-9^q « R'lovc'i ^no' on« edd ©r-Xe
en.f rfnexfeel?? 9fi;t "to vTe7ooRt5 ctneos'r eriT .ecJaf;
nf '^nat/ttDnee s lo eone.'tplx© © '.t f^evonq pari fTvqjsq
di ea bciB , eeeyrf/naO lo efT'.f:t edrf enolerf gnol
e'red.^ l^noXoo erfX ^arfd n.^pineo cJeojJiXa e.'-ooerf eari
-eOTTffteq lo efr.f T erfj b© rXnR© p« nf'TiXno ?bftri
pniw^XIol aee'txisi^? ©enev oe 05f) dr/crfs) er/rfoXct
-tnq hna o.rXfxS-enq oi tele'): ^XT^rtl pjdoooa blifow
-5fl d'orin^:o eno suriT . eeonelemup*! to oXfnononeJueCI
ctRjjin ftna ^JflecgXjLrf; ol:tt',msob s eonjjono-iq
rfalsel lo qJrle*io rictus j^Icfsrfo'iq erfct rfctXw ctnectxioo erf
orirf oX ftnooes erlX n'^Xaaa fjn« ,Xnsq rfaoXl ©rfw^ nX
r
•
Y^uXrteo riXnQVee ©dX lo ©Xfibim
.
©©TrfX-vXnewX 'leXqer’o Xc/orfa ©on^J'ieXXu erfT (^)
ita nX atpurf nXe/iX ©varf neeXnxjol rfj^r'cqrfX ©no eee'teV
.t:5X
.q t.T ,0 ©dX oX .ooXnl ,GXXr©8 ,X
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elep:y upon Si don and ther»o appears to be no reason
for not ascribing their Ruthorship to the son of
Amoz, The only serious difficulty is catised by
the reference to "the land of the Chaldeans" in
verse thirteen, and thJ.s is probably the fault of
the text. This section was afterward transformed
by the addition of verses fifteen through eighteen
into an elegy upon Tyre, and by some minor changes
in verses five and eight. That this later addition
is not from the oen of Isaiah is certain,^
(5) The survey of the Last Tines in chapters twenty-
three and thirty- three. The genuineness of this
passage has been questioned by Duhra, Marti, and
others on general grounds such as that it is in-
sipid, didactic, verbose, and vague, but it has not
been disproved on historical grounds. The first
verse of chapter thirty-two takes us back to a time
when kings still ruled in Jerusalem, and the address
to the careless women in verse nine following im-
plies a pre-Exilic origin. We also find eschatology
in chapter thirty- three
,
but the possibility of
its discussion by Isaiah can be denied only by
1, Skinner, Isa iah
,
(Cambridge Bible), p. 172,
2, Sellin, Iniro, to the O.T,, p, 134,
on oi injc^ocrnij rK•>^fe aooif Xr^ele
lo noft o:t afr(8*iorJ.1fj
'. >^nfdrno8« rlon «o'i
bofsiji^o eJC sxjoirtee \!;Xrco erfT »somA
al "gnfloMflrlO orict lo hnjpjX orfct” oi oonorrolon orfi
lo cflxri»'i eric^ ^ritfecfonq e.f eXrfct ftne ,n©9^n,f/lt orji^v
fiot/nolane/icf b'ijaw'ioctla eB\fc no.riose e Wt ‘^.v'fxo^ er^S
needilSie ci^jJO'i£l:f £100.1111 aoenov In no‘1i^ibfi <->ri vd
ROT^nrrfo nonlxrrj^ecio 8 J&ne ,eT7T aoqi/ Ypole 'Ini
nol1/&f>a nortft I etrfl ladT .Idyiie fins ovfl soenov nl
^.nlalnoo el f{jelBaI In noq orfi mo'rl Ini 5I
vinevifi .eTOlaBilo nl co lT lepj erfl lo ^rovnue sdT (5)
sl'-M'lo Geendnl/znoj^ ©r(T . l*! f rM fins eendl
Me tljisM ,niilyCr y.d fionollBonp rtoorf ris rf ©ineecsq
-nl ei . 11 lexll ss rfoire eftniin'T’^ Xe-tonn^ no ensrflo
Ion Bsrf 1i lud ftns tO^ocfnov ^olloeMft ,61crls
Isnll ©flT ebrUJon^^ Xsolnoleirf no b^qrcq?*^' noecf
eml i s olyTtosd eu eo3ie1 li^l n&lQsrfo lo oe'iev
Bzo'tbhs orfl brrs ^mofs et/rcoL nl boXm litis e^nl?! nor'w
-ml ^nlwoIXol enln eensv nl neriow eeeXo'ieo sill o1
T^oXoIsfioeo bnll oela oW .fil*?ilno olflxS-o'iq 3 eelXcr
lo T:11Xlcfl3Boq 9rii lud
,
adnrfl-Ylnljrfl nelcsiio nt
yd t^Xno bolnob ecf nao rlstsaT ycf noieswoelb elf
t
' 0 Id 1a bl n d. ;b 0 ) , jI- I sel ^ *i ©nnl>^ ^ ^
l^l.X .g . >^T,:G odd .'1 .«^rn/nl ,9
,1^X .q
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those who falsely assume that eschatology as a
whole was the product of an Exilic or post -Exilic
condition,^ On the whole we must come to the
conclusion that either the poem is by a later
writer who v/as thoroughly versed in the writings
of Isaiah, hut was no mere imitator, or that it
was really written by our prophet and later
2
retouched by a post-Exilic editor.
In chapters twenty-four through twenty- seven
we seem to have a passage which definitely did
not come from the hand of the first Isaiah. In
the first twenty-three chapters v/e have dealt
with the particular circumstances or fates of
definite nations, both Jewish and foreign. But
here we pass into writings concerning the fn.ture
of the entire world. "We pass from prophecy to
a
apocalypse •
"
In them we find Yahweh making-; ready to
judge the peoples of the earth for the purpose
of final punishment. He will rule all as the
universal king and Jerusalem will be his capital
city and on his accession will give a great feast
1. Sellin, Intro, to the Q.T ., p. 134.
2. Cheyne
,
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on Mout Zion, Those who follow him will he free
from all sufferinf^ and death. Then the section
closes with a glorious promise that all the Jews
of the dispersion will once more be gathered
together in Jerusalem.
The definite references ere rather vague
and elusive but certain general conditions of
the time are clear and distiguishable. The
Jews are weak end helpless waiting for a marvellous
intervention fromYehweh; they are politically
dependent with no king of their ov/n; they are
scettered over the face of the earth (27:13);
and are an object of reproach everywhere (25:8),^
This points very definitely to a post-Exilic
authorship. Certain ideas such as that of indi-
vidual resurrection and of the abolition of death
could not have existed until after the Exile,
This is also true of the apocalyptic style employed
2
„here, ’Thus the general political and social
conditions, as well as the language and style,
c-ompel us to refer the prophecy to the post-
exilic period; the ideas should warn us that
1, Gray, Isaiah
,
(ICC),
2. Ibid,, p. 405,
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any theory which refers the prophecy to an early
pert of that period is hazardous."^
Another portion of the first thirty-nine
chapters commonly attributed to other than
Isaianic sources is chapters thirty-four and
thirty-five. Here we have the future of Edom
contrasted with that of Edom, Edom will fall
heir to a cruel lur^i^ment leaving a land desolate
and forsaken. On the other hand stricken Israel
will be restor>ed to a place of glory and nower
and all the pe ooles returned to their native land.
These two chapters are not necessarily united
but their similarity of thought and content makes'
it highly probable that they come frcra the same
2period if n ot from the same author.
Doctor Eiselen proposed the follov/ing reasons
3for a date not earlier than the Exile:
(1) Their apocalyptic tendencies point to a late
date; all the nations and even the hosts of heaven
will be Involved in the .iudgment.
(2) The pas si or. ate hatred of the Edomites reached
its height at the time of the fall of Jerusalem,
1, hr ay, Isaiah
2, Eiselen,
(ICC), p, 404,
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(5) Its lnnf;uap:e and style reveal close resemblances
with exilic and post-exilic literature.
(4) The literary parallels with late writings
are more numerous than with the pre-exilic works;
and it seems probable, in this case, thai- chanters
thirt-^-four and thirt^r-five have been the
borrowers
.
Chapters thirty-six through thirty-nine
form a sort of historical appendix, relating
incidents occurring during the reign of Hezekiah,
and in which Isaiah played a prominent part.
The four chapters, with the exception of a few
passages, are nearly identical with Second Kings
chanter eighteen, verse thirteen, through chapter
twenty, verse nineteen. That these narratives
are not the work of our Isaiah, is now generally
admitted by students of the history of the Old
Testament
Deutero-Isaiah , Thus we have seen that the
authentic sections dealing v/ith the life of Isaiah,
son of Amoz, which come from the pen of Isaiah are
• >
1, Eiselen, Prophetic Books of the 0 .T I, p,182ff
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found within the first thirty-nine chepters.
However, there are sixty-six chapters in the
hook and somebody must have been responsible
for their contents. This problem has attracted
the attention of many outstanding scholars and
they have been able to reach some measure of
agreement. The remainder has been divided into
two parts - chapters forty through fifty-five,
and fifty-six through sixty-six. It is now
almost universally accepted that this first
section of the remainder is the work of a single
unnamed author, who, for convenient usage, is
generally called Deutero-Isaiah,
There are many valid reasons for this
conclusion. Some of them are technical, some
are subtle, and some are historical in character,
A complete account of them would require an intimate
l^nowledge of the Hebrew language, long years of
study, and a thorough mastery of ancient history.
Thus, for obvious reasons, v/e can do nothing more
in this study than to relate Driefly the findings
of others.
The first to come to our attention is that
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of style and language*^ There is a danger that
too much emphasis will be placed on these bits
of evidence, but the careful reader cannot help
noticing a difference between these and the earlier
chapters of the book. Certain phrases and v/ords
appear here which are rarely found in the first
part. For example, a new emphasis is placed on
the word for righteousness. Now it carries more
of the idea of justice, or redemptive righteous-
ness,^ A peculiar word is used to express the
negative eight times in the second and not at all
in chapters one through thirty-nine. If we read
carefully enou^ we cannot help noticing the
differences in tone and method. The pov/erful
energy of the earlier stands in sharp contrast
to the solemn beauty of the latter.
Another proof of these conclusions has been
found in the differing religious and theological
idea*,^ Much greater confidence may be placed
in these findings. Here we see two entirely
1, Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah, (Ab, Com.), p. 653,
2, Driver, Literature of the O.T,, p. 239.
3, Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah. (Ab, Com.l. n. 654.
4, Ibid,, p, 654.
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different ways of describing God in his relations
with, man. In the first section the chief figure
is the Messianic King, but in the second he is
superseded by the Suffering Servant, The "Remnant”
plays an important role in the first and is hardly
mentioned in the latter. The second is far
superior in its portrayal of the incomparable God
as an cmnipotent ruler and universal creator.
These are only a few of the examples which might
be given concerning the differing religious and
theological ideas.
The strongest argument of them all is the
one which concerns the historical background,^
There is no doubt that these latter chapters deal
with the times of the Babylonian captivity which
took place from 585 to 537 B,C, The writer is
evidently in constant association with the exiles,
seeking to revive their hopes and to renew their
faith. In chapter forty- one we find the first
statement with regard to the historical situation,
and from here on we have a vivid picture con-
cerning it, Cyrus is portrayed as a world con-
queror and there is an entire series of oracles
1, Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah
,
(Ab, Com,), p, 654
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dealing with his v/ork. At one time it was main-
ta5.ned that this was the first Isaiah predicting
the events of the future, hut this has no foundation.
The prophets did prophesy future events hut never
anything so vastly removed from their own time as
this* Understood in its proper setting as a work
of a later hand, and exerting a powerful influence
on the people of its own age, these chapters con-
tain much of value and significance for us of to-
day.
Their heart is expressed in the first utterance
of the prophet: ’’Comfort ye, comfort ye my people,
saith 7J’our God’* (40:1). This message pervades
the section from beginning to end. Enforcing
this vital note is his absolute conviction that
Yahweh is the one supreme Deity. Such an emphasis
was far from new, hut there v/as a crying need for
its forceful revival. Israel, with Yahweh as its
God, had been carried into exile, while the Baby-
lonians with their crude idolatry had become the
chief nation of the ancient world. Thus, the
Israelites reasoned that their God must be inferior
and unworthy of further allegiance. But Deutero-
Isaiah, well seeinr the vanity of this reasoning.
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cried out time after time against the foolishness
of idol worship and insisted upon the sole deity
of the great Yahweh*^
Hand in hand with this idea went that of
his supreme pov/er; an all knowing, all powerful
God, Then, too, he was possessed of such right-
eousness as no other person or dAity could possibly
attain*^
In the first section of the book we found
great stress laid on "the Holy One of Israel" as
a description of the relation between Yahweh and
his chosen people. This emphasis is given just
as prominent a place by the second Isaiah, The
holiness of Yahweh forms the motive for his
righteousness. Because he is holy, and because
he is truly perfect, he must be true to his
covenant relationship with Israel, Whatever the
people might do, he is bound to do his best to
make Israel his own nation, and through them bring
3
news of himself to the entire world.
Two other ideas are closely associated with
1, Eiselen, Prophetic Books of the 0. T,, p, 238,
2, Sellin, Tntro, to the 0, pT!
3, Ibid,, p , 144
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these*^ In one place v/e are told that God will
redeem Israel for "his name’s sake" (48:9-11), and
In another that he will perform certain deeds in
order to manifest "his glory" (40:5). The first
infers that he will redeem the lost, not because
of any merit on their part, but because he desires
the other nations to know his true worth. The
other means that insofar as he reveals his own
glory and majesty, men v/ill come to know him as
the only true God, "Israel alone knows and pos-
sesses the true God, Only through Israel can the
other nations learn to know him, and thus Israel
becomes the servant and messenger of God, the
laborer and herald of God to man, Israel is to
mankind what a prophet is to Israel. God is the
God of the whole earth, and Israel is his prophet
for the whole earth,
Trito-Isaiah, No observing reader can help
noticing the great change in color, tone, and circum-
stance v/hich occurs as soon as he enters chapter
1, Sellin, Intro, to the O.T. , p, 145.
2, Eiselen, Prophdt{c Books of the 0,T., p. 235,
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fifty- six, These verses make the break more
suiiden and more noticeable than almost any others
in the entire third section. In fact some of
these passages, such as chapters sixty through
sixty- two, are worthy of being classed with those
of Deutero-Isaiah.
It was formerly the custom to consider our
last two sections as one, belonging to what was
called the second Isaiah. Duhra was chiefly
responsible for the distinction which most scholars
accept today. He attributed these chapters to
ond whom he called Trito-Isaisih, who wrote shortly
before Ezra and Nehemiah , V(?ho was perhaps a
contemporary of Malachi, and v/ho laid great stress
on the threatened schism of the Samaritans (57:3-13,
66:1-4, 66:15-17).^
This view is now widely accepted, except for
the feet that many question the unity of these
chapters on the basis that the personality of the
writer w’ould necessarily have to be of too change-
able a nature, so they suggest a Deutero-Isaian,
2
or a Trito-Isaian school.
1
.
2 .
Eiselen,
Ibid.,
Prophetic Books of the O.T.,
p. 237.»
p. 235
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But there is something to be said for the
other side,^ In the time of Ezra and Nehemish
the chief interest was in the law and mixed
marriages. These are not even mentioned here.
Then there is a severe indictment against the
worship of false gods on the part of the third
Isaiah, and Melachi completely ignores the same
question. The passages point very definitely to
a time when the Temple was not even in existence
(63:18, 64:8, 66:1-5). This leads to two poss-
ibilities.^ First, the section is a unified
whole, written about 537 - 520 B.C., a time when
the Tenple had not yet been built, and when the
controversy with the Samaritans was at its peak.
Second, that the writing is not the work of one
man. This would needs suggest a man of the post-
Exilivc period who combined some of the Deutero-
Isaian eschatology (chs 60 - 62), with the work
of another, dating from 586 to 520 B .0
.
(56:9 - 57,
13, 63:7 - 66), and enlarged v/ith some of his own
additions (56:1-8, 57:14 - 59, 63:1-6, 66:6-24).
1. Eiselen, Prophetic Books of the O.T., pp 237-8.
2. Sellin, Intro, to the b.!*., p. 145.
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Dr, El-selen summarizes the conclusions con-
cerning the authorship of this third section as
follows
(1) Chapters fifty-five through sixty-six are not
the work of Deutero-Isaiah.
(2) The author of these chapters ?/as influenced
by Deutero-Isaiah, and in some places by Deuter-
onomy and Ezekiel.
(3) The days of Malachi and Ez ra-Neheraiah furnish
a satisfactory date for their writings, A possible
exception to this is found in chapter sixty-three,
verse seven, throu^ chapter sixty-four, verse
twelve
,
A greater number, however, maintain that it
is probably the work of several men, most of whom
lived in the middle fifth century. Among others
Cheyne, Budde, Gray, Kittel are exponents of this
view.
No prophet, preacher, or national leader
ever faced greater difficulties or more serious
problems than did this Trito-Isaiah, whether he
be one or many. First of all, his people were in
1* Eiselen, Prophetic Books of the O.T., p, 245,
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the ml<^st of a depression, probably much like the
one through which we are now passing. Its cause
was the hostile behavior of the unft*iendly tribes.
They closed all avenues for trade and even made
devastating raids on their fields,^
Then, too, those who had remained in Jerusalem
during the term of the Exile had forgotten
much of their teaching concerning Yahweh and had
had resorted to the worship of pagan gods. Nor
were the morals of those who returned much better.
The officials ¥/ere extremely negligent in their
duties; the rich stopped at nothing in their
oppression of the poor; there seemed to be no
such thing as the proper administration of justice;
and the people themselves had fallen into mere
formalism in their religious observances,^
Trito-Isaiah met these problems which con-
fronted him 5.n his mjjiistry with the enunciation
of two distinct principles,^ First, he emphasized
the glories of the kingdom of God, using vivid
colors and brilliant pictures in abundance to de-
1, Wade, The Book of the Prophet/ Isaiah
, p, Ixxix,
2, Ibid,, p^; Ixxix, ~
3, Eiselen, The Prophetic Books of the O.T., pp 246-7,
r^rfrm v^Idncfoiq « Ic
f^eijoo adT .•^Tfp8«q won 9*1 r^. 9w rfoj/fw r'.^u’o'xrfi erto
r I' ^r'i Jo *10 / v^rfr.d aJii'.'^BOff 9rfd rbw
o^^J^ nevu brr ‘ 'lol eounBVB CXa boeofo 'yrercp
X .
• efil^U Tiend no efcle'x
cioIa'^
:
noli ni bonfairo': hrd orlw -tgodd ,f^od ^a9^iT
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hatd ban rfowr^BY rrfi:n*i?jOfioo j^afi*fo69d to rfcxim
'toM .Bbos nss^q to nJrfe'C'^r, orX^ ^7 bad
.raddocf rfoion ^ en'jjL-.'tG'i oriw Qahdd to fi/iiioa: 'fC- •=>»tov,’
nioril n^ .tn«;3XIj;en vXercsn.’txo «»'iev’; sXsloi ***•0 orfT
*1 X 001 nX f^nJtdJon dn h&qqade r'.oX-j orfi ;80j-d:‘b
on ‘icf oX fSotnoos oiorfd jiooq io no ? >’ «^«»nqqo
;o£iXX£k/t, to no f iftn XaXfrrcrrhM nsqonq •sf'X b-* i^nXrfX dcrs
©n'=)i7! oXuX no [I t hftrf eevisamoxix olgcoq ej^X Xnn
o
**, coons v*5-»edo ajjoXaXIen nXodX nX rrcXIsmiot
-nc 0 rfo ’fiv f’./ceXcfonq ssodd deer rf£ XssX-oXXnT
noXXfiXoni/ne oi^x rIX?w t;-*iX8XnXi7i cfn nX ictii ^'^Xrionl
besXe /Iqncs bxI ,XsnX^ esXqXonX'yq d'-ntdeib owd to
ftXvXv gnXax/ <501) lo rinfSgnXoi edd to b*»?.*ioXj^ ar'X
oX nd XnaXIIXid [.ttb enoloo
xXxxI »g ^rteXsaX orlopn <{ Qf;v: tp zioof^ ed^ ,©bsW
.rXxxI
.'T ^.bfdI .<?
V-ai».g qcr ,.T.O to e^^ooa oldQfigc'sH ed? ,n©£sBX3
scribe its wonders. He promised a new heaven
and a new earth. Material wealth and a happy
old age also occupied a prominent place.
Secondly, he emphasized the importance of
externals in religion. Form and ritual must have
an important part in all their religious observances.
The other side is not overlooked, however. Only
those who live in close communion with Yahweh
will be admitted to the new age. His description
of the ideal fast (56:6-7) bears a close resem-
blance to the high ethics of the eighth century
prophets
•
Thus, we find our book of Isaiah written by
at least three men, and probably many more had a
hand in it. Each has emphasized vital principles
for true Christian living, and each has given us
much which is worthwhile, even for this age.
Date of C ompilation
.
The book is undoubtedly
a post-Exilic compilation. It probably did not
reach its final form before the third century at
the earliest.^ Also it must have existed in its
1. Gray, Critical Intro, to the O.T., p. 182
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present form at least by the end of the first
century A. We know that a book of Isaiah con-
taining many of the features of our book was in
existence about 180 B.C. Moreover certain portions
(chs 60-66) in vdiole or in part, about 300-200 B.C*,
in some sections of the country, were attributed
pto Jeremiah.''
There are several points of external infor-
mation which prove to us the truth of the above
statements, but there is not time to discuss them
here. Hov/ever, we do want to make brief mention
of the evidence found in the book of Isaiah it-
self. As we look into it with this purpose in
mind two significant features are especially
't
outstanding:’^ the arrangement of the content
matter, and the presence of several titles. We
can see, upon close examination, certain principles
of arrangement, but none of them have been con-
sistently carried out. Subject matter probably
exercised some influence. In chapters thirteen
through twenty- three we find the prophecies con-
1. Gray, Isaiah
, (ICC), p. xxxii.
2. Ibid., p. xxxlli.
3. Ibid., p. xlv.
-Q2-
d’Etl'i lo bn© ©ri:f ref oft mnoTi .inoes'icj
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.llxxx .q »(00J) ,riietasl
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9
cerning the foreign nations, but even these are
interrupted in chapter twenty-two by a section
dealing with Judah, Then, it is also true that
foreign policies appear elsewhere in the book
(Edom - ch 34, Babylon - ch 47)*^
Another principle which can be discerned is
that of chronology. Chapter six, verse one, ’’the
year that king Uzziah died” (740 B.C.) is followed
in chapter seven by definite mention of the next
king, Ahaz# In chapter fourteen the death of
Ahaz is mentioned. This is listed as 715 B.C.
Chapter twenty, verse one, refers to the year
711 B.C. and the Assyrian Sargon. After this
there follows in the correct order mention of
Hezekiah, Sennacherib, Cyrusj , and others. Yet
further study will show this principle also to
2have been violated with alaming frequency.
The presence of different titles in the book
seems to be clear evidence that the editor, who-
ever he may have been, incorporated into his work
several previously existing books without any
attempt to rearrange their contents. Thus in
1. Gray, Isaiah, (ICC), p. xlv.
2. Ibid., p. xivi.
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chapter one, verse one, we have "the vision of
Isaiah the son of Amoz , which he sav^ concerning
Judah and Jerusalem in the days of «•••*', and in
chapter two, verse one, we have the same title
minus the limitations of the first. This can
mean only one thing; that is another book which
the editor has taken into his work, title and
all. In chapter thirteen, verse one, another
title is listed: ”the Oracles of Babylon which
Isaiah, the son of Amoz saw." This is followed
in the succeeding chapters by the various sub-
heads
Prom this we must come to the conclusion
that the book of Isaiah as we have it today con-
sists of a compilation of the v/ork of a number of
authors, compiled by one editor, or group of
editors, at some later date. Dr. Eiselen has
outlined the successive stages in this process as
2follows
:
(1) From 740 to 700 B.C, Isaiah, the son of Amoz,
was active in the kingdom of Judah. In order to
1. Gray, Isaiah
,
(ICC), p. xlvi,
2. Eiselen, Prophetic Books of the O.T., pp 247-50
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reach more people he put some of his experiences
and utterances into v/riting* Two kinds of material
can be traced to him directly: autobiographical
memoirs (6, 8:1-14), end poetry and prose con-
taining the substance of Isaiah* s prophetic
utterances (1, 2-4, 5:1-24, 6:1, 9:7 etc).
(2) Some of the collections were entrusted to
his follov/ers (8:16)* These ?/ere probably en-
larged by the addition of various sayings which
had not been written, but treasured in the minds
of those who followed him,
(3) As the years passed Isaiah became more and
more of a national hero, and accordingly the
stories about his activities increased.
(4) Toward the close of the Babylonian exile
another prophet brought a message of comfort and
consolation, promising speedy deliverance, and
portraying in vivid pictures Israel’s sublime
commission to the world (chs 40-55), At the
seme time the prophecies concerning the foreign
nations were produced (13:1 - 14:23, 21:1-10).
(5) An Intense literary activity, which took
place following the Exile, led to a renewed in-
8v3fOrr6l'i9qx© eiri fwnoe cfuq erf eXqoeq ©*1081 riOB©*i
Isliecfera lo abnl'^ owT .snXit l^v octni Bsonwiei^u ^^a
I fjo.trfqx-iso tcfoc^jUB :rX^o©‘r.tfc rcX:' o,i FieoB';:t erf n-^o
-noo e'eo'iq baa vaieocr brt ^ ,(M-I:8 ,&) ea fomejB
o.(:ir»rfqoiq 8^riQ!:flaI *^6 eonii:f?.cfr/a erf:f
.(ovie 9 tX:8 ^I^S-XiS - 2 ,X) 80om«T01:tir
od” be^Bi/Ttfte enev^ anoidneXf^^o er(+ lo e(”o8 (2)
\
-ae Y-tcfacfo'iq ©aew ©esrfT .{OX: 8) enew CXOi e^rf
rtoMw s.tjrti’^^jsy eooX'tav lo ^oX^•tXb6© ©/{.t ^cf b©5,»i8X
enn.fiK ©iii at bB'XfJsae'i^ dr/<d ,fTedi-X'3:’'; neeo :^on b^ri
.ffllrl bsTvoIfol OxiTv oaorij- lo
baa ©-xoin ©mtcecT rfeteal beeeaq aTa©^ ori^ bA (6)
BdJ ^X^a^bicoos bna ^o'rerf XeaoXctsn a l6 "©*ioct
. beHaettofll esXcflvXd^oe aXr( djjocfa aeXioi'B
©Xlx© flniao C'v:cfaa orfd lo ©solo erlcf b-tawoT (^)
bna daolxnoe 1o ©^Baeem n Irfguo'KX derfqoaq ^©Kcfoa©
baa
,
eonanaviXeb vbeeqp ;3aieXino'tq ^’noXdaXoBfJOO
©ftiXIdTue 8*X©f»ieI eeawd-blq bXvlv iii ^a.tv:Bt:inoq
©rfd iA- .(d8-Ci‘ erio)Mi07V’ ©,+ ficXpetmiiroo
n^.fe'io'l: nri-f 'I'rsof’oo eeXoerfqo'iq ©rfd errrld ©maB
,(0X-X:X2 t62:M - X:5X) b©otibo'iq 9«I9W eaotdf^a
^00 X doldw tZ^fvlifoe •^na'te^XX eane^nX aA (5)
~al bowaao-i o oct b©I teXixH erf^ sqXwoXIol ©osXq
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terest in the early prophecies. It was at this
time that the collection corresponding to chapters
two through twelve, thirteen through twenty-three,
s.n6 twenty-eight through thirty-three assumed its
permanent form.
(6) During the fifth century several teachers
sou^t to meet the problems of their times v/ith
the spirit of their master, Deutero- Isaiah. This
led to another collection (chs 56-66), which w as .
later combined with chapters forty through fifty-
five to form a single book*
(7) Soon after this the prophecy concern5.ng the
destinies of Edom and Israel (chs 34 - 35) made
its appearance.
(8) From the last years of the fourth century
comes the group of apocalyptic visions and poems
now found in chapters twenty-four through twenty-
seven.
(9) Not long after this an editor combined all
the known individual prophecies and collections
under the name of Isaiah, adding some other
material v^.ich seemed to fit in here. To this
he prefixed a title and an introduction, con-
lri-1 G«w .il . eoJoftdrro'iq e arft n ' iaeierf
lar^o oX Bni-^noqeoTToo noXrtooCIoo ocfcf :t
ris/fO'rrfX fiaftai tr3-:r ^ovIawX iisj/o-rtfct owi
eiti i3->i!u;ee£ rfji'/o'iffX Snr
.nnol K>neacP;";t.q
laTevsB iX' t^nJ-riM
ff-t'v,' p.ar-X-t 'ztf^dS to eroicfOTq .©-:^
aXrfT
. ia ^Bel-o'ioztx/aCT ilo£!i tD -tfiXae erf^
. BB .Vifo/ffw
, fOQ-S?. 9ffo) CtOXt09lIc>0 'TO/iiO<Tfl oi h’^f
-Vill’l r{jH£y<yirid Blotaf^rfO 6 «£! J CfffTC O' lectBl
• 3loocf er^nXs <» m'lot orf ov,0
©riX £-iN"»xo‘m6o Tooxic^oiq ©rft eir':^ nor 8 {V)
&bi‘Si {3£ - erio) XoftrtKl ftaa flioba to B'^inltcab
.Qono'troqqa e-tX
jrfX‘ri;ol ©fit to ercaaY ©rix moi'X (9)
nm©oq bit;’ erioXeXv oi iq’i^XdOooa to q/jo'tg ©rfX aoftfoo
-V'Xfxaw^' jrt^xxooiiX 'uuo t-rXaowX R*i0XqBrfo nX biurot on
.flQVOS
CXfi fioftlcTinoo noXXb© iiB aXjrfX noXta .^noX XoJf (G)
aaoXXoeXXoo bftft eOiOeffooiq Xsx/bi v.?-*snf nivofT>I arfX
"ecrroe 3ftibnX< «iI^'X«eI to ©/{X 'Tabrt/f
R ^XX oo. ,en&ii iit XXt, oX tfot x*
-noo .flex;;©!': o-rXif-X "r bn** oXXXX ^ arf
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sis ting for the most part of genuine Iseianic
utterances and writings. Thj. s resulted in a
book containing chapters one through thirty-nine.
(10) SometiiTie during the third century B.C. both
of these two larger sections were joined in one
book, which, together with Jeremiah, Ezekiel,
and ”the Twelve", came to be recognized as the
second division of the prophetic canon (about
180 B.C.).
Chronology of the Book
.
For our purpose the
chronology of the book of Isaiah has perhaps been
best outlined by Dr. George B. Gray in the Inter-
national Critical Commentary (ICC), and I have
adopted it for use in this study. ^ Many of the
prophecies cannot be dated and are not mentioned.
Even the dates which are listed may not be one
hundred per cent accurate, but it is the best
which can be done according to our present knowledge.
Following is Gray’s outline:
c. 740 Call of Isaiah (ch, 6).
c. 738 2
,
9:7 - 10:4 plus 5:26-29.
1. Gray, Isaiah
, (ICC), pp xcvii-ci.
lo .'t'U’q dror €krl*t 'ro'> janlitfe
s n/ PieJXrJB ’f'T ” lr<T . e.'^nf t f'fw, bn.* sooiri^n »:tctx/
,f)aXfl-'':.*fi^ff.'t dijjp'irCv'} Mtri e'roc^Cfjrln gn ^^T.^ftc^^:o o )(oo(J
d:tor» .0.0 7‘ii/:tnoo ' -'i'i &fii ^^niiub or HeinoE (01)
f^no nX Brciir^.cea ow^ Ir
,
IeX7'9s5 , /ii5 ineneL xfiXw ,rfo(:riv^ ^3(oorf
9rlj B 9 fiQsXngooe'i scf od* smso ^’’evXavrT bnB
^tc/orfi ) noffjRO oit9rfqo*iq adi lo noXeivlX) bfroee
031
erid- 9£oq'T;/q isx> lo’^ . Voo0 er'i *>o ^;^oXonc,?dO
neocf eqftdieq earl rCafsel lo Jlorcf zr'j lo '^:TioXo(TO*Td!)
-nodnl 9dd aX egaos-O .nO ^cT F'^ertlXd'tfo Jeecf
9V 'Vf I fjna t(OOI) yinain^mmoO I.aoXifnO refiofd"n
eriX lo etdi nf opu icl dX fcOsIqoba
.bQnotdnsfr: dt-.a bna bsdafi ed d'oart>^3 eeXo'^dqcnq
eno 9d don bode XX ana rfoXrlir; eadsfo odd .nevS
de^d ©rid eX dX dwd tedannoo® dneo neq benbni/il
egb©X'”on:y[ dneee^q luo od gnid'Toooa snob ©cf nar> doXriw
; onXXdjfo s’t:. t:0 eX ydX'voXXo*?
,
‘
.'6
.rfoj rie-Xeel 1c XXaO 0X^7 .
.es-a<Jt?. auXq ^:0I -7:6 <5?
t%:r*io ,i
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c. 734
c. 733
before 722
727(?)
after 717 -
711
c. 702
701
c. 690
c « 550
c • 540
c, 470
c. 450
c. 400
Isaiah's interview with Ahaz (7:1 - 8:18)*^
17:1-11.
28:1-4.
14:28-32.
10:5-15.
20
.
Isaianic groundwork of 18 (22:15-25)
28 - 31.
1:5-9, (36 - 39), 22:1-14.
(37:9ff (?).
13 and probably 14:4-21, 21, and
pessibly 11:1-8, 9:1-6.
40 - 55 (in the main).
15, 16(?).
56 - 66 (in the main).
24 - 27 (or considerably later).
The Book of Isaiah in the Nev/ Testament and its
Values for Us. More quotations are found in
the Hew Testament from the book of Isaiah than
pfrom any other writing of the Old Testament,
1. Those in brackets refer to the ti-ne listed, but
were not necessarily written then,
2. Wade, The Book of the Prophet Isaiah, p, vii.
^.(81:8 - I: V) sbi/j rfii ' e’iBfftel ,o
.ri-r.vr .-.
, 01 - 'T:i+T»
,05 rrrt
(85-viX:5S) 81 Xo jf'ror/bnjifo'i^ otnjB.r ;?el .o
. rs - 82
.M-I:22 ,(65 - 3£) ,G-g:I rov
.(?)'t,19:Vo) oeb ,0
5n/^ ,12 ,12-^*:^! •^Icf^^cf-'-'iq ghb 61 066 .
.9-1:0 ,0-1; CX yJdizBeq
. 'fi.Ljm ni ) 56 - 0^ 0^*6 .c
.(?)9i tCL OV; ,0
. 'Lifwm Q'-o-t ni ) 66 - 9f- ... ,o
.('T'^:tP!X t••’:'iO 0 no) V2 - 00-> .o
^.vgi'! eri:.; rti rf'^i gnl lo ^iooS erfT
ni &j,!;o'i f ^jB enointi.cto.of e‘io.M . ^^2 £2££fZ
ftflOi 'lo Jioocf irfonl -.‘r’‘'ieoT
o
.
:»n-n?K-t^GT bXO nnt lo -js/iicii''. . n^rivio yr’-’- oio'i'i
d-jjd ,£>9^5 (I f*. J ;i oi 'xelen e-tQifOBnrcf ni oL-odT ,I
,n9r'i nortiio'-v y. f _' icn 9'^ovr
,
’ fv .g .riRf'i'P.X crerfoonX orfct *10 ^noti o’'T ,9bR=. ,2
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Many of its prophecies are described as having
been fulfilled by incidents narrated there, or by
some occurrence in the life of the early Church.
Still more of these prophecies, although not
actually quoted, have left an unmistakable im-
print on the writings of St, Paul and St. John.
Dr. Wade lists the more important passages to
which the New Testament writers refer as follows
6:9-10 -- - Matt 8 :14-15,
7:14 - Matt 1:22-23.
9 :12 - Matt 4:15-16.
29:13 -- - Mark 7:6-7.
40:3-5 -- - Mark l:2-3» Matt 3:3, Luke 3:4-6.
42:1-4 - Matt 12:18-21.
49:6 - Acts 13:47.
53 :1 - John 12:38.
53:4 - Matt 8:17.
53:7-8 —
.
- Acts 8:32-35.
61:1-2 — - Luke 4:18-21.
Next to the Pentateuch and the book of Psalms,
Isaiah is probably the greatest in the amount of
influence it has exercised over Christian thought.
1. Wade, The Book of the Prophet Isaiah, n. v1 1
1
p iii
jiniVKrl ftf? tjeloerfao'tq 8:1/ lo 7:08^1
v^iS 10 5d;/i?'T'ii^;i ei r.^ft' loaJt neecf
,rfo'ii/ffO '^X'Tf^o erfl lo 9*1X1 extX rtl oon^'ritrooo offlc-8
d-on rfgwoilctXft , 8 9 /
0
9/fqo'iq oeorfd *^0 ein-
-:r.t 9ldB:>I;5X8 /ninjj ns d*t9X ovarf. ,5e^cup
.nrfoL .eta P)rta Itrsl .ia lo egn/dl't?/ erf^ no dnX'iq /
oi eej^ssasn Xni'i'ioqmX erroin ©ild Bctp.XI sbsW .iCT
BVfb llo"! es 'isls*! e'reXX'iw -XnsnrndesT ws^I erid rfolrlw
deJsM --- 0X-f?:0
.S'^-SS:! ^X:'^
.aX-aX:^ d:tsM ---
,v-at V >»WsH aX:G§
.a-i-:5 <S-2; X 6-5;
,X9-aE;2X --- :^-X:S^
.V^:5X 8:toA —
-
.85:2X nrfoX X:5S
.?X;8 d:tsM —
-
.=^iSe
.55-25; 8 slOA --- 0-V;5a
.X2-BX:^ S-X;Xa
,
ecrlBB^ lo :ioocf 0ff:t bns iXoifsisXnsl srfet oX
‘io itnnom''? srfd nX dBsdssijj sriX rXdscTo'iq pX ffg/sel
.drisnorid n;<i de-CiiiO rtsvo beeXo'isxe 88i^ dl eononX'lnX
.rlg/sal der^qo^*! end *^0 >fooat s^T ,X
.
t/lv .q
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The earliest efforts of the Christians for the
conversion of their neighbors, particularly the
Jews, drew their potency largely from this book.
Isaiah himself, although not considered to be as
great a prophet as Jeremiah, far surpassed the
latter as a wizard of v/ords.^ In the words of
Dr. Gordon: ”The book of Isaiah is the crowning
glory of prophecy. As literature it stands supreme,
being distinguished alike for majesty of thought,
brilliance of imagination, and elevation of style
and diction. Its religious quality is as con-
spicuous. In no other prophetic book have we so
many rays of heavenly light; in no other are we
pointed so clearly forward to the perfect day.
And the light that streams from the Book still
shines undimmed over the ages. In its light we
find light abundant to guide us through the many
2
'tangled problems of our ov/n day.”
1. Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah (Ab . Com.), p. 628.
2. Gordon, fhe jj’aith of fs¥iah, p. 7.
'10 It enfl enct lo e^'ro'ile ^ef^iX'xr© erfT
arid
,
enocfrfjt^Itwt rclertt *!© nofRiavnoo
*>[ooti p./rfd cio'i'i vIo^teI ’{^onodoc iJarld rveil « nwet
ea acf Ovt ^arrefiiBnoo don rfj^uordI« .'dXeacrTrf ff^^fafiT
arid ''v©t eac'ij/a 'tal « riR/Oia'raT* ea dfirioonq ?! dae^t^
lo eXiiow Bfdd nT lo d'XhsXw * e? i^ddal
^r.icmo*to erfd sX KaXasI lo "Sfoocf orfT” :^o^‘2of) .iQ
,0rn©*iquE ebit'^de d^ ©'tndn^addX eA .^oarfqo'rq lo ^'lol^
,dff3Xiorfd lo ^dooterrr ^lol o^iJXa ^ erfeXua^-^^e-f^ aniocf
el'v:d8 lo floidHVBle hn? tnoidanXgjamX lo ©oaaillX'id
-noo 89 B.f vddXat/p BWolgdle*! edi .noXdoib beta
08 9w ovar: jIoocJ oXdoriqoiq lerfdo on nl . BJJOi/oXqe
QYf eiQ 'larid'Ci on nX jdriaXX "^Inevaeri lo vnam
doel'ioq Sfid od’ Jb*ra\rr*rol ^IiaoXo oe bednXoq
XXXde ilooS orfd cto*!! emae^de da /Id drlsiX orJd fcnA f
9\v drijiXX edX al . eo^a ©rid 'ibvo b^!^.tbn.u eonXi^e
T:npfn arid d^x/errrid bju efcXxj^ od dnaftru/rfa dri^JX hntl
2
ep:©X<5mcr X^aE'^snRd'
,8Sid .q ,(.moO .rfA) riaXael od -o^daT
.V
.q , flaX aeT^lo fid r a^ ©riT ,fioMoO
,X
o
-sa-
il.
Isaiah, the Man
In this chapter we shall attempt to 'ieal
with the man whose name has been given to the
collection of prophecies which we have just dis-
cussed. We shall fi^gt delve briefly into the
historical background of the time in which he
lived, following it with a sketch of his environ-
ment, his home relationships, and his later ministry.
Through all this /^is faith in Yahweh, and his
strength of character shine forth as brightly as
the sun above, and therein lies the secret of
the peculiar charm which Isaiah has had for pos-
terity.
Historical Background
. During the later years
of the ministries of Amos and Hosea, the youthful
Isaiah was grov/ing into manhood. Amos preached
in the northern kingdom of Israel about 760 B.C.
Most of his work was done during the reign of
oi .•to/TT9 f. f. r'e ©v' t :'
'
©iict o I ciAV j 75 n<^;'j'ff ^ .'f en^n ir'v/ r.Tift -r{:l
-8J:^ levi .:'V.'.Li ©w f'oi.ii r’.oic^rffro'r^i '><' ^ "< f f n
o’fn..^ ^X'rsfio J-err t1 .^ef-F. /c
©rf cioS dvj ni f)r'J r -in;t '^r ^ riijoi ?:}•• 0i^'’ f */' ’ >
'
-;iO'irvn© e.trf 'lo r(0vi©>l8 /•? :tJ ’:^rrX’voIJ!o‘> ^bsviC
lieiaXin *ioctRl exri i;: r- , oidenc ': riroi eiri
,
r^rf^rn
Bljri br.i?. nX / Cx'. r -.jrc'iiil'
yjB vIctA^i'xd en ©rri'la p". '^.r 0 tc rfcf.'ns'i.-^e
lo ^&'iO0£ ©£fi 8 '>11 ale? ©rid P'/tj
- eoq rrol. /^xl bF-'i riaijael rinirV *t-3. .?/ j.\o^-.'; ©ri^
8*1 «©v ©r':' ^ nX^i-lT . . r'c •z -',d nii f. ^ rJ''p ^:fp.j
I rL1 JJOY. .i<^9(iC F ^ 80‘i'A '' 6^1*1"' R / rx.tr' ©ri? 'tx.'
bftfioBeT'i aofn.- ,^oo.riftEin cdcr r-X ' ' T7’i ''^vv .riofoEl
.O.a ^rJV '^.0 n-x?? -^d'lon ©rir» n.t
‘io rr^f’Q't ©X-d 7,n.t'ii/'h ©nof' sj. v edfi lo dDoF/'l
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Jeroboam II, who is generally considered as the
greatest king produced by Israel during her
career as a seperate state. Hosea also worked
in the northern kingdom, probably between 746
and 734 B .C
.
A little before this a new menace had begun
to appear on the horizon and was gradually be-
coming stronger and stronger. This menace was
the nation of Assyria. They began with a small
state but it was not long until they had made
themselves felt among the Belaboring peoples.
Their first great king was Tiglath-Pileser I, who
reigned about 1120 B.C.^ He made raids to the
west and is even said to have reached the Medit-
teranean S©a. '’After this reign there is another
long period of silence in Assyrian history, of
which we have no native monumental witnesses; a
period of immense importance in the history of
mankind for it was a time not only of silence but
2
of actual decay in the Assyrian commonwealth.”
After 950 B.C, Assyria began a new development
1. Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah (Ab. Gom, ), p. 631.
2* Rogers, Hist, of Babylonia and Assyria , II, p. 33*
V' or
rdrf I'v/j'rsi.
fo .'•'If.. '. ” ' p»1 r'-'T ».>
Oi V •*Icf.'’do''c ,'.v.ob^^rt.l ‘ H" : .• ; '
?
t; r*
^,(7 ,*,
ili/ged f):';. wan C Lfi'j a ..clod aCliix A
- 'd ij;XJ'.i.)x;r.Qij;^ e.aw bna nosir.or r"; .! no n.-*
.^isw 9C‘?n‘:r ?. 'dT , ioj^noide no'Mricn.te ^^iifrrco
fff-.r’ft n jfjJ'v ’ferix . 'to a: ’ rr an'
' ' it iri” 7 .v; .* Xoa " tV * f .•+r''d gJajc
.--elocac. ^nJ-'i-^'A.njaXofl ^noiTM fTa'f i:'-'- '.n;an^
or.v
^
r n‘:*ef>I j T ea’. -^r ?:* i' enp. H n/anT
add ',..1 e, 5 J/>n aPMr' A O'^TJ Jbenrifsn
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.‘j '
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•>'''
"•%.'o‘'^a‘t av0 ii’ (- rt ''ov‘. •', ' tcftw
'i‘/ 'Xonf! p ^ '^nB/IJ' n> ? in, na"
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'’'•arr.*'?'! 9 :t
1.0 ^ynoj - ^ rl aa.?*:! '•» j lo ynoT
;< ; c^y?.raaJ riv Icuaarruriur. ov/ ‘-n on 9V>--d ovr r-r?y
'lo oO -t ifj .'•onii-Acqcji: Ao roineo
J’jLTf '; ^ofX^p, Ic yXno -a;! h arw ' ol 1 ''’:^
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which culminated in the great Assyrian empire of
the eight century B.C, In 885 B.C. Ashurnazirpal
came to the throne* His raids were even more
frequent and more violent than those which had
gone before. Still more dangerous to the peace
of the western peoples were the threats of his
successor, Shalmaneser III, He met in battle,
at Karkar, the combined forces of several smaller
tribes. While he has left us great accounts of
his victory we know that he was forced to return
to Assyria in order to recoup his forces. With
him the Assyrian menace died down for a little
time, but in 745 B.C. s.n even greater king came
into power, Tiglath-Pileser III, or Pul (II Kings 15:19)
He was extremely ambitious and following the policy
of his predecessors began to look westward. Syria
and Palestine were the particular objects of his
desire. All of the petty states occupying this
section were ripe for the plunder of the powerful
Assyrian,^ Particularly was this true of Israel
and Judah,
Israel had come into a new power under Jero-
1. Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah, (Ab, Com,), p, 632,
4 ^ f
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to (fP-TYs^B A ifH'JtC* .«>/ r.r ^ ' : f f: . - r f r
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. 0
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boam II. Wealth flowed into the country, but
along with it cam© social end religious weakness.
The ruling family changed rapidly, often it seemed
almost' over night. The kings were weak and impotent
in their foreign policies, and unable to control
any kind of internal organization. Thus the
moral and economic degradation of the Northern
Kingdom went on apace, .
Ruling almost at the same time as Jeroboam II,
Judah also had an exceptionally strong king in the
person of Uzziah, or Azariah (780-740 B.C.). He
defeated the Philistines, increased the army,
fortified the cities, beautified Jerusalem, and
increased the agricultural resources of the land,
A rich caravan trade was established with 'southern
Arabia, The wealth thus secured put her on an
equal basis with Israel, and made her a greatly
to be desired object of conquest on the part of
the greedy Assyrian, But, here too, prosperity
resulted in the spread of social and religious
evils. Luxury and debauchery were widespread
among the upper classes (3:16, 5:11, 28:J-8).
The small land owner was driven cut and his place
fircf ^'-rflnwoo ofii ocfnl horril ffv'?X«'>W vjio^
, &Bora[-^i)yi e.oi^Me'i hin T foes ;tJt rArtoTfl
« s'. T " 1 r;.'-;*'! ':5 '. ; ''0 vX.fr '1 ’in.’ Xf."t '"P
ctnetton^' f ^a.'i ‘=iTQv. e’-nf'' . . "fr/.v'i t<)vo .'taoFXfi
Irnttfioo o 1 (^Ldansj ''-' «af»iol:Ioo ogi^'icl 'iXsar J nX
^flo sjjriT . :r> .t^ssXfif^'iu .r •fi'XoXffX hrr.fjf -rrifl
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taken by great plantations owned by capitalists
(Isa 5:8, Micah 2:2, 9), resulting in a destitute
lower class. Thus at the death of Uzziah in
740 B.C. there was great need for some strong
leader who would cry out in vigorous protest'
against such practices. The answer to this need
came in the person of Isaiah, the son of Amoz.
In the year that king Uzziah -died (6:1).
Jothajn succeeded Uzziah, soon to be
followed by another v;eak king, Ahaz. The in-
tentions of Assyria were all too evident. In
orcler to combat the invader Israel and Syria
formed an alliance. -Judh was hesitant in Joining
any such dubious league so the other two decided
to force her alliance. Ahaz was so terrified
at the receipt of this news that almost immediately
he rushed tribute to the Assyrian monarch. As-
syria responded as was expected and the Syro-
Ephraimitic War was at an end. Henceforth Judah
was burdened with a heavy annual tribute to the
Assyrian overlord. Nor was this enou^, for Ahaz
ma(^e a visit to the great king and came back with
the Assyrian gods (II Kings 16:10-16).
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In 72V B.C, the Assyrian monarch met his
death and v/as succeeded hy Shalmaneser V,
Hezekiah was now king in Judah, and Hoshea had
ascended to the throne of Israel as an Assyrian
vassal. The latter foolishly formed an alliance
with one of the petty Egyptian rulers, and re-
fused the tribute due Shalmaneser, Shortly after
the Assyrian troops began a siege of Samaria
which was to last three years. Just as the city
surrendered Shalmaneser died and was succeeded
by Sargon, one of the greatest of the Assyrian
kings. ^ Judah had very wisely followed a neutral
policy and was now allowed a short period of
comparative quiet.
Prom now on Judah was to assume a new im-
portance, Hezekiah followed the policy of his
father in paying tribute to the Assyrians just as
long as was possible. But the people grew rest-
less and discontented under such heavy burdens,
and once again turned toward Egypt for help,
Isaiah was extremely vigorous in preaching against,
this. He knew only too well the foolishness of
1, Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah
, (Ab. Com,), P. 633,
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such e move. However, in spite of his warning,
secret negotiations were carried on with the
Pharaoh. This must have aroused the wrath of
the As sylvian king for it is probable that he went
Into Judah after first overthraving Ashdod.^ In
722 B.C. Sargon died and was succeeded by Sen-
nacherib.
About ten years later, strengthened by the
friendship of the other nations, Hezekiah de-
cided he was strong enough to throw off the yoke
of his mighty master. His example was soon
followed by the other vassal states. But Sen-
nacher5.b could not allow anything like this to
go on, and set out immediately for the revolting
states. The m5.nor kings were conquered without
much difficulty, but Sennacherib did not stop
with them, and advanced straight on toward Jerusalem.
Hezekiah had strengthened the fortifications of
the city, but it was to no avail against the on-
coming Assyrian army. Sennacherib had soon downed
all opposition and become the master of the situ-
ation. In his report of the campaign he says,
1* Ottley, Short History of the Hebrews, p. 199,
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"And as to Hezekiah, the Judean, who had not
submitted to my yoke, 46 of his strongholds,
fortified cities, and smaller cities of their
environs without number, with the onset of batter-
ing rams and the attack of engines, mines, branches,
and axes(?) I besieged, I captured. 200, 150
people small and great, male and female, horses,
mules, asses, came]^ oxen, and sheep without
number I brought out of their midst and counted
as booty. He himself I shut up like a caged
bird in Jerusalem his capital city ••••• As to
Hezekiah himself, the fear of the luster of my
lordship overcame him and the Urbi and his favor-
ite soldiers deserted. With thirty talents of
gold, 800 talents of stiver, precious stones,
rouge •••• beds of ivory .... all sorts of ob-
jects .... a heavy treasure; also his daughters,
the women of his palace, male and female musicians
he sent after me to Nineveh, my capital city, and
sent his messenger to present the gift and to do
homage.*’^ This account is in accord v/ith that of
II Kings 18:13-16.
1. Barton, Archaeology and the Bible
, p. 433.
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However, Sennacherib seems to have reflected
on the trouble that an armed city like Jerusalem
was likely to give him, and sent a body of troops
to ddmand the immediate surrender of the clty*^
Hezekiah took the demands of the Assyrian king
to the Tenple praying for help and guidance in
this crucial situation* His prayer was heard*
Isaiah came this time with words of encourage-
ment* He had already foretold the siege of Je-
rusalem within a year (29:1), but nov/ he
predicted the safety of the capital city and the
defeat of the hosts of Sennacherib* “Therefore,
thus saith Jehovsh concerning the king of Assyria,
he shall not come unto this city, nor shoot an
arrow there, neitte r shall he come before it v/ith
shield, nor cast up a mound against it* By the
way that he came, by the same shall he return,
and he shall not come unto this city, saith
Jehovah* For I will defend this city to save it,
for mine own sake, and for my servant David’s sake”
(II Kings 19 :32-34)*
The confidence of the prophet was justified*
1. Ottley, Short History of the Hebrews
, p. 2Q2»
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The Assyripn array was actually forced to withdraw.
Our records are scanty at this point and we do not
know what actually took place. Some think that a
plapaie in the army caused the Assyrians to retreat.
The people of Judah, themselves, i^egarded it as
divine intervention and gave praises to Yahweh,
"So was Judah delivered providentially and spared
for a season of hope and opportunity which it v/as
little able profitably to use."^
"Pew men in Israel so thoroughly impressed
their individuality upon their time as did Isaiah,
The whole period in which he worked was dominated
by his spirit. Neither Ahaz nor Hezekiah nor any
of the contemporaries could at all equal him
mentally. He overtowered all and stood sovereign
above them. The whole period can be understood
only as the period of Isaiah,"^
1* Herodotus
,
II, 141 - "As the two armies lay here
opposite one another, there came in the night a
multitude of field mice, which devoured all the
quivers and the bow strings of the enemy, and ate
the thongs by which they managed their shields.
Next morning they commenced their flight, and
great multitudes fell as they had no arms with
which to defend themselves,"
2, Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah
,
(Ab, Com,), p, 636,
3, Klttel, (great! Men end Movements in Israel
,
p. 260,
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A Biocrrsphicel Sketch . There ts little Infor-
mation concerning Isaiah’s early life. He was
horn about 760 B.C., probably in the city of
Jerusalem. He was given the name of Isaiah,
which means ’’Yahweh saves,” or”Yahweh is salvation.”
His father v/as Amoz (1:1, 2:1), who was, according
to teadition, the brother of king Amaziah. This
would make the prophet a cousin of Uzziah. Al-
thou^ this cannot be definitely proven we do
know that he had social prestige, easy access to
the kings, and was able to associate with the most
prominent people of the time, Th^ too, the divine
ej.ement found in his name seems to have^ limited
2largely to the royalty.
With regard to his youth we can do little
more than hazard a guess. We do know that most
of it was lived during the prosperous reign of
king Uzziah, and in the city of Jerusalem. There
are three things which possibly might have in-
fluenced him:^
1. Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah , (Ab. Com.), p, 636.
2. Eiselen, Prophetic Books of the O.T,. I. n. IPR.
3. Rogers, Intro, to' Isaig^h
, (Ab. (Jom.). p. 686.
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(1) The great earthquake which occurred during
the reign of Uzziah (Amos 1:1)> which would naturally
make a great impression on a grov/ing hoy,
(2) Still more important would he the influence
exerted hy such men as Amos and Hosea. Their
messages can he distinctly traced in his own
preaching,
(3) The most important of all must he given as
the influence of his vision of God (ch, 6), This
came in the year that king Uzziah died (740 B,C,),
and was the turning point of his entire life.
His home was prohahly in Jerusalem, a city
for #itch he always had great affection. He lived
among all men, high and lov/, speaking as freely
to kings as to the common people.
We know that he had a family. His wife was
called "the prophetess" (8:3), His two sons were
named Shear-Jashuh (7:3), meaning a "remnant shall
return" (10:21), and Maher-shalal-hash-baz
,
or,
"spoil speedeth, booty hasteth" (8:3-4).
If our knov/ledge concerning his early life
Is obscure, that of his last days Is even more so.
After the defeat of Sennacherib we hear nothing
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more of Isaiah himself. He had done his life
work well and might have spent his old age in
peace. As long as Hezekiah lived, Isaiah was
certainly highly revered. If he lived to see
Manasseh^s rule it is possible that he experienced
ingratitude and even persecution in his old age.
Legend assumes this. It even has the renowned
old man lifted to heaven, and when later he
told what he had seen there, king Manasseh is
reputed to have had him sawed alive into pieces,^
This is affirmed by the Apocryphal book, "The
Ascension of Isaiah," by Justin Martyr, and may
be back of Hebrews chapter eleven, verse thirty-
seven,^
The Ministry of Isaiah , The ministry of Isaiah
is best knov/n for Its religious statesmansh3.p
, He
was able to combine these two in a remarkable way.
Three outstanding crises of a political nature
challenged attention during his time of active
service. The first occurred with a few years of
1, Kittel, Great Men and Movements in Israel, n. PR.'=^-
2. T^rn, Prophets or israeTl p,' 6G*
-oa-
elil 8 ^ri Qiioh ^ if Xo e'lon
al e^e Mo (.’./ii dayqy evrrJ Fh" IXev' j^iow
8flw ffp»Xar.I ,.^©vXC rf^.f^resoH se :^ioI bA .ecR©q
008 oi bQVtS orf JI .fteTOVorr Ylrrlft^noo
beono.f'ieqxB eri cJaffi eXf/tB^oq eX cfX elwi e'rleeeanaM
,GSB £)Io elil ni notiuoeB'ieq neve hn© ef'XJ^tXXpisni
f>enwofi©'t: oriX eajrf nev© ctl .aXrfd' a^mueBS Xnej^oJ
arl nojrlvT fjne tnevBeri oi n.^ra Mo
si ffeBeeriaM ,9'!:0rf’t neee erl rfartv/’ hlo^
^.8©oeiq o:fni evM'' Xievvae mtrf fearf ovnrl oi beic/qei
efIT*' ,^oorf larfqYnboqA X'^ bomni/i'tfl ei elrfT
YBW brif^ niXrUT, Y^f "trlsisel ‘Xo noianooeA.
-YX'ilri.l 08''i9V ^fiovoXe 'leXqaxfo ©v/etcfeH lo jfbjscf 9cf
:;:©vo8
rfaiael 'lo v'sdp.fnJm sdT . rtaiasl lo erfT
eH *qiffeaftine 0 XF.ie BXXoiaiXe'i aXi *iol nv/orof iced el
• Y-sw eldi-iifTBinen ni owX eesrli 9ft.t«/mco oi eld's afiw
eixjdart IxsoidiXoq © *^0 see/'to anife/teXeiiX) ee'tdT
evi-tos to Oi^ii sir! sninob noirJnoXda JbegneXIorio
to 8*s/;eY p- dXiw beiiwcoo cfenit edT .eoivnee
.q .Xo nsl ni sunomevoM bn© ns^' taercO
~T?e?nel ' 'ib' g'i^'^qcn?
,Xe:^fl7. .X
,mf^r .2
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his call. Isr*ael allied herself with Syria and
the two of them decided to invade Judah in order
to force her to join with them in their defense
against the common enemy Assyria. Ahaz, a weak
effeminate king, was on the throne of Judah, He
was so thoroughly terrified at this threat that
he turned to Assyria for aid and placed himself
under her orotection, Isaiah was vigorous in
his protests against such a policy. He predicted
the speedy downfall of the two northern kingdoms
advising Judah that help could be gained only
from Jehovah, and not from any external source.
He even met the king at the upper pool, preparing
for siege, and challenged his action. But he
failed to influence Ahaz, At the price of national
independence Ahaz had purchased the help of As-
syria gaining nothing more than a temporary
period of peace, Isaiah's attempts to save his
country had failed but the crisis had afforded
him p magnificent opportunity for declaring the
truths of unchanging worth and constant relevance.^
He declared that the deciding factor in any situation
1. Thorn, Prophets of Israel, p, 64,
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is not the material ccn side rat ion, but the holiness
of God, ”Jehovah of hosts, him shall ye sanctify;
and let him be your fear, and let him be your
dread” (8:l5).
The second crisis was the direct result of
the first, Hezekiah had now succeeded his father
on the throne of Judah, Early in his reign a
party arose favoring repudiation of the protectorate
of Assyria and alliance vdth Egypt, In spite of
the fact that Isaiah had so vigorously opposed
the appeal to Assyria, he had accepted it,
knowing only too well the futility of further
resistance. The proposed alliance with Egypt
would be nothing short of suicide. Nothing
could possibly be hoped for from her: she herself
was a broken reed (36:6) which would quickly
succumb to the superiority of Assyria, To empha-
size his message Isaiah walked for three years
in the streets of Jerusalem dresvsed in the garb
of a captive. It was not only political short-
sightedness which he condemned but also their
lack of faith. Once again the leaders had left
God out of all their considerations.
C8©frtIorl 9 rf:t iis^ ,n<'l fir»o iB^TScfotn ei
ev Xr^rfR j M ,»^80rf >0 ri vojrf'^T," Ito
*iuoY 0(1 (TiXri ^JqX bire 'tuov; '^>cf tnlrf 1ol hnp
,(2X:8) ’’bBO'ifa
lo ff'jB^'t G*i%- BXsXno r-rtocos erlT
eXd bV»be©.norrR vroci brrf r<pf?r©;^ 9P . tRiXl oif-t
a n^fo-x aXri n/ •/iHbx/l- *io 0no*xrf^ 9 il:t no
©c^flnoooodciq orli to noIXijXbuqe'r ;)nl'iovA> ecci-' ’^:t'rpq
to orfJq^. ni . :lq^E rf^bv OsOnulir.jg ^rijs bJ
‘
ivaeA^ to
boeocrqo rIp.i/o*jo;?,Xv oa bB.^ riBfasI to/it odt
cB^aesoB D8r> exf ot Xoeqc|fi arfi
to orid- XX bw ood^ x^Xno j^rtXvion>(
drjv’iiV ridtw BonAi.rie bosoaow ©rlT .«^onBdeiB9n
p.nir^do'i .ob^oXtre to d’Torie rsnXrfdon ecf I: Straw
arfa : ‘ler^ tr^oi'i tol b eqorf 00' ^Xcfiraoq Mx/00
/
^I:>foX;./p blt'ovv /fo frfw {f);d2 ) b99T n^jlcxcf p. a:*'.v'
-Bffqfno oT to Y:di’xot‘Teqns ©r<t ''‘t tfwiroouc
8*TB©‘<?' not bs>iiBw rsfael ayiaaeom elrf esie
o’lBg ©r{d nl '’©neoi' mo.C ' fttrieT. lo adoB^de orfd rtf
-dnorfa iBoXd.tloq ton saw tl .BvXdqio a to
nloi/d oaiB difcf bonicebnoo srf rfoXriw eEBnbodrfpXa
dt©! bBff BtobaoX obd jniBga eoft^ .ridlat to ''obX
, p.iToldB^obX 0. 00,0 *rXsrld XIb to d.(7f boX)
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"They look not unto the Holy One of Israel,
neither seek the Lord! Yet he also is wise, and
will bring evil, and will not call back his words:
but will arise against the house of the evil
doers, and against the help of them that work
iniquity" (31:1-2), For Isaiah there could be
no separation between the things of common life
and religion. God’s will v/as supreme in every
sphere,^ This time he was more successful in
his efforts. The excitement was quieted, and,
at least for the time being, the proposed alliance
v/ith Egypt was forgotten.
But still the danger was not averted.
Sennacherib had succeeded to the throne of Assyria.
This seemed to form a favorable opportunity for
revolt on the part of the vassal states, and
Hezekiah took an active part in the consnirscy.
Again Isaiah vigorously opposed the national
policies. He declared Assyria the divine instru-
ment of Jehovah appointed to punish the chosen
people for their transgressions. Therefore, for
Judah to rebel against Assyria was to rebel against
1, Thorn, Prophets of Israel, p, 66,
*V
: ebtow eirf 3fo«cf TIpo IXiw brtB ,Ilv€> XXiw
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Jehovr^, However, in due time, the instrument
of punishment itself would come to an end and
meet a well deserved fate at the hands of Yahweh*
The attack which followed was a severe and fearful
justification of the words of the prophets, and
Jerusalem was saved only b;.’’ the surrender of
Hezekiah and the payment of an extremely heavy
indemnity. But for some reason Sennacherib
decided that he had made a mistake, and demanded
the immediate aurrender of the capital city. In
the last measures of distress the king and his
counsellors sent for Isaiah, Here he rises to
the true height of his greatness. His message
this time is full of hope and optimism, ’'Thus
saith the Lord, Be not afraid of the words that
thou hast heard, wherewith the servants of the
king of Assyria have blasphemed me ,,,,, Thus
saith the Lord concerning the king of Assyria,
He shall not come unto this city, nor shoot an
arrow there, neither shall he come before it
v;ith shield, nor cast a mount against it .,,,
For I will defend this city to save it, for
Mine own sake, and for My servant David* s sake”
rtniT'pfn.'tanf oub n.f: ,‘iqvowoH .rtrvorfst,
hna bne na c>f etnoo blvow lloccJi' ;Jn->mrfKi‘rt//q lo
.riewfLsY lo efcnarf erfd’ Jo 9J 0I IX ©w a Js^fn
Ii;l*iij9x JEiii 1 ©levee o aaw bewoJIol^ rfoJriw i erfT
I-no ,eJ©/Iqo'Tq e/iJ lo e&iow erfj lo nol
TebfieffSi/e ©rfJ rd ^Xno ftevoe eow meleeirceT,
^seri plaice'! Jxe no lo Jnemroq ©rfJ fcno rfoiTlosaH
di'ierfoameii noeoe'i enjoe nol Jx/f? ."'Jlnmeftnl
ftebnsmefi f>rie ,©>feJerit: o ©b‘<m bnrf erf Jex.J bebloef
nl .^JIc r.oji-qno erfJ lo i^bne'nfjB ©JelbenTWl ©rfJ
slrl bno ©rfJ eeatJelf: lo ee'iweoejT' Jef>f eriJ
oJ Bee/'' erf ©'leH .rfaloel nol inee encIXaenc/oo
giR .eee'TJofn^ elri lo Jrfslarf ©x/iJ ©riJ
PiidT” .fcelfnUqo ao eqorf lo XX-tj!; el ©niJ elrfJ
JerfJ abiow erfi lo bXsi'ln Jon ©0 ,5*iyJ ©iJJ rfJfoe
,*i 1
orfj lo elnov-ioe erfj rfjlrwerrerfw e&ioerf Je?.rf lorfj
surlT 4 ...* e0i fcsrrferfqeoXrf evori jB^'iveeA lo snl>f
^©I'ivbbA *io liftfil ©rfJ gnin'ieonoo E'^'ToJ ©rfj xiJlsa
rw Joorie ‘ton elrfJ oJnjj ©noo Jort XXorfe ©H
J1 ©lolerf orroo ©rf XXorfe 'lerfJlen tSierfl vfOT*io
.11 iBnlosB Irtwotn a leoo ion tMelae rfliw
10 't, ,J1 evae o .1 vjho e f rfl F'vae'^eb XXiw T 10*5
” 9^Iae 2 »blvoa IriaviPs 10 1 bris ,©jJ3e rfwo ©nlM
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(II Kings 19:6 & 19;32-34).
As we have seen in our discussion of the
historical background a sudden pestilence nearly
destroyed Sennacherib’s army and forced him to
return to llineveh.^ ‘’The city was saved; the
prophet vindicated; and Jehovah was revealed as
a God of grace, who, though he punishes sin,
delights in mercy and forgiveness.”^
Judged by its practical value, the place
of the ministry of Isaiah in the company of the
•z
prophets is unique. Israel had succumbed to
the Assyrian. The burden of the entire heritage
as God’s chosen people had fallen on the little
kingdom of Judah, end it, too, seemed on the verge
of disaster. There appeared to be nothing which
could save her from a like fate, end when she
perished all hope for the triumph of a truly
spiritual religion must also perish. But it
was given that she should exist for another century
until her religion had taken such firm root that
no mere political disturbance could endanger its
1. Herodotus
,
Book II, chapter 141.
2o Thom, Prophets 6f Israel, p. 68.
3* Ibid., pr ^ ff .
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exls tence. It was chiefly through Isaiah that
this additional lease on life was gained, ajid
Jehovah’s glories perpetuated for all mankind.
Isaiah’s most outstanding work was probably
done as a religious statesman. His ministry
was concerned with the political as was that of
no other prophet. But it was concerned v/lth the
political only for the sake of the religious.
In Judaism the political and the religious are
bound together in such a way as to be almost
inseparable. Thus, in the kingdoms of Israel
and Judah it was true that as the government was
concerned, so was the religious life of the people
concerned. Isaiah knew this and it was because
he was concerned with the perpetuation of the
worship of Jehovah, the Holy One of Israel, that
he played such an active pole in the political
drama of his day.
A Character Sketch . It is alwa3^s difficult
to sum up the character of any great man such as
Isaiah, and especially is this true when we know
as little about the personal life of our subject
AI
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as we do about this prophet. However, in studying
his message and his religious experience certain
'definite characteristics stand out, and from these
we shall attempt to gain some conception of the
personal character of Isaiah, the son of Amoz.
We have seen that he was probably bom of
a royal family, yet his spirit of democracy is
one of his outstanding characteristics. He
mingled with all classes of men, of all races,
and of all occupations. He spoke as freely to
kings as to common people, and to common people
as to kings* He condemned the vices of the ministry
as strongly as those of the royalty (28:7), We
can truthfully say of Isaiah, as St. Paul said
of himself, that he was all things to all men in
order that by all means he might convince some
(I Cor. 9 :22)
.
The second characteristic I would name is
that of his courage. It most certainly took a
great amount of courage to go on with his chosen
profession when the Lord told him that he would
not be received, that his message would fall on
ears, and that the hearts of the people would
t t'levPWoH .i^®n’qo'iq ::l!ii Jsx.da ob ew za
ntfii'ibo eonoirtoqjco 8tiotsiI»^*r etn' 5:u er r^eeat? ztd
ep.^fU mo'i'i ^nr ^inc pe tJ fmct'
9rii lo fiolctq 'Onno 9JTTOR 0 ^ f f.nrfe
.505^ In rroB nrl^ Jo Te.^ORTf^f^o Jr^nosToq
‘to r/roQ* vfcf' <:fo*Tq eP/v i^rf 1p>'t n^es ^Y.
ro'r noreb lo i *1 CjT'IOT j9
all . ad.tj
;
2 .t'if)io 3n^i^>.V3’LJt'XjO e.trf lo ©no
^seo'^'T XIb lo ,n9r 'io Beee/i/.o XI^ boX.^nir^
oct i(rl 9 &*i'l e.i ©J^oqa ©“ « enol taquo-oo XXs "to boo
©Xqo >q fionnoo oi bai% tSXrjo^q rrorr^T^ o o& eb e3 ni>(
A^-rttsf flXni ©if:t to 3©oiv ©rii Xye^xmabnoo sH ,Q:P.rxi>I o:t 88
©W ^C^tBS) viXarcrt ©d:t lo oEoni rb -qXi^aoTJe ar-*
5/8 B Ix;b^ .^8 8 8 tdaXval to i-Ba Y^’X^tof/f/ict ft’O
ri nsm Xlfl o/ e.Mnlri^ XXa ae'vT ©r. 16
©;-0 8 ©oaJvrtoo 9£l Bnner- ffB /^rUt 'tsh'io
. (9?: 9 .'?oC I)
pj ©iT-an bXuow I ofv/elnft/oc^! bnoops ©rf?
a :Ioo/ rX:i.t8/'i©o tsoirr /I .eaaijLfOO e lo /x'^x:/
ftoeorio effl d/iw no eg of ©gaioon lo Jfuwn’ taong
5£x;o',v Off /*,-•// rr^ff 5Xotf b^oj ori/ na-bv flolaeolo'iq
no XXal Mjjow oga^uEoxn strf dprid ^bavleoei ©d ton
5£xfo “ • Xqo©q Qiil to s.J'issrf ©d/ /pffi biia .eia© laab
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not understand (6:9ff)* It takes a brave man to
go ahead in the face of such a congregation, but
it did not take Isaiah long to decide which course
he wonld follow, Nor was this opposition a mere
dream for it was present in full force during
his entire ministry. Time and again he advised
against the policies of the government (3:12,
5:13, 7:8ff, 10:5-12), but it was all to no
avail. He warned the people repeatedly of their
iniquities, predicting certain doom unless they
changed their ways (1:18, 10:1-4, 9:8ff, 5:18-23),
Only a man of the utmost courage could have
preached such a message, in such a time, and to
such a people.
However, in the face of all this opposition
he never lost his steady outlook on the future.
His far si^tedness, or as we would say today,
his abundance of "common Sense," v/as ever present.
He knew when to speak and when to be silent (8:16ff).
He knew when to condemn and when to encourage. He
knew when to despise end when to love. He was
strong in his opposition to the Assyrian alliance,
but when it was made he knew the only sensible
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thing to (io was to support it. When Jerusalem
was threatened with siege by the forces of Sen-
nacherib he saw that Hezekiah was really sincere
in his prayers to Jehovah, so he gave the king
a new hope (ch 37). He seemed to be endowed
with a sixth sense always divining which policy
was the wisest.
Added to this valuable quality of common
sense was a deeply emotional nature. Any man
who experiences such a call and commission as
is recorded in chapter six must be deeply emotional.
Nor can I imagine Isaiah in his conversation with
king Ahaz at the upper pool, condemning the sins
of the priesthood, or crying out against the
transgressions of the rulers, without bringing
into full play the powers of his emotional nature.
Such messages as he delivered time and again
must have been packed full of fiery indignation,
of righteous wrath, and yet of a tender sympathy
which only a man of Isaiah’s abiding religious
experience can have.
Another outstanding characteristic of this
prophet, and to me the greatest of them all, was
nnfTjV .d’f :?'To<7q)L?s oi b»v oh o1 Tialri.f
-fro2 lo E'^otol firii ^cf 3P<>,^b rf.-f i •# b^nod/^^i'irfv-t Rn\7
et^orcie vLlPei envf iTtrfi wna cf^'to.^oflrr
ocii ovqj ftd re trfnvcfifjT. oct -^^ri nt
59\vob^^^ 4 cf c:t hfejri0««j &K .(V^ rfo) ©qc^ vy©n b
XOiloq r^^y.^f^// rid ©vfiwXa ©en©8 rf:fx/B a ricfXw
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8© aoXselflimoo bn© II©o a Houe eooftef'rsqx© ori.v
Isnojiom© 7:Iq©©ft ©cf :t8t«n xJte T^-^qnrfo n7 b©h'?oo©'i
rfcMw noii 3 e’T: 9vnoo elrf ni rie^Bel en/ri.amX I iiao ’toH
8^^s ^nXrtmebnoo tXooq ‘raqqi; ©rf;! xflxiA
orfct iBnXa^s XtJD ^fi.h^'TO *70 ^ftoorf:lE©.’'iq e/lcf ‘io
gnXr^iiif'ycf .1 .T ^sTsIin ©'^it 'io snot easy ^p.np*t^
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nle^B bits amt:* banav.tXob ari b 3 R©7>.f’e8©ni donZ
,jraoilansibn.t lo IXi/1 ho^loeq nearf ©vari
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s
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©verf nao ©oiiaX'ieqx©
Bldt lo oJt:fBtne:tOi3’r ado ^ntbitj^te tvo nadfonA
BQW fils moril Ir ctea.XflQ't^ orW ©m oi hna ,d‘oriqoTq
his faith in a righteous Yahweh. He believed
implicitly that Yahweh was righteous ; that He
would do what was right under all circumstances;
that he v/as the God of Israel and everything He
did was for their ultimate good* Such a faith
could be grounded only in a deepj^ religious
experience, but this we will discuss later.
Jehovah must have been sorely tried by the
iniquities of his chosen people but Isaiah knew
that He still loved them and wanted to help
them. There was no uncertainty about'j(in the
prophet's mind. He knev/ that Yahweh was a righteous
God. His faith was absolute.
Isaiah was essentially optimistic. He is
often referred to as the prophet of hope. Not
only was his message full of hope but he was of
such a nature as to be eminently fitted to carry
it. In the account of his call after Yahweh had
told him what the nature of his message was to
be he exclaimed, ”0 L^^’d, how long?” (6:8ff), as
if he shrank from prophesying evil,^ His doctrine
of "the Remnant (7 :3, 11:11), and his belief in
"the Messianic King" (9:6, 11:1-5, 32:1) are
TT Mitchell
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further indications of his optimistic nature.
Then we have every reason to believe that
Isaiah lived what he preached. Such a characteristic
seems to be rather lacking today but it was dominant
in Isaiah. No one could ever accuse him of being
mixed up in the revels of the drunken priests,
or of courting the favor of kings. He was thoroughly
imbued with his message and it shov/ed it self in
every aspect of his own life. He was so concerned
over the proposed Egyptian a.lliance that he even
walked about the streets of Jerusalem for three
years in the garb of a captive, that is,”naked
and barefoot" (20:2ff).
WJe know that such a man had high ideals and
these dominated his entire life. V¥e are sure
that he must have been a man of much prayer. He
was probably a powerful speaker, a forceful
personality, and a man of God in every sense of
the word. Thus we could go on ascribing quality
after quality to this prophet, but suffice it to
say that he was a man of great ability, of sterling
qualities, and of the highest character, giving
his all in th® service of a righteous Jehovah
.V.
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III*
The Call df Isaiah
The entire religious life of the prophet
Isaiah centers around the experience of his
call and commission. This is the first real
glimpse we have of the prophet, although we can
infer some things from his later writings. All
of the various influences of his young life, up
to this point (740 B.C.), seem to express
themselves through this experience, and most
of his prophecies can be traced back to it.
Practically all the experiences and teachings
of his after life seem to have developed from it.
The description of Ezekiel’s call and
commission is far more elaborate, but it is no
more self revealing or effectively told. In
fact the elaborate symbolism of Ezekiel would tend
to antagonize some students. Chapter six is truly
one of the finest autobiographical passages, from
bUX sx/oisXfe'f ftiXins ©xlT
eirf lo ©onBJtTBqxe 9rfS eiBinBo rieiftel
XflBT ieiil 9r(J n.t niriT .noXeeXmrfJoo ftao
nao Bw rfex/or'i^XRt tCtgrfqo'xq orf.X Bvi^n ©Vif BBqrll**.
XXA ,ary;XXi*i'.v nQct«X B.frf mo*!*? «j»nXn:t Bmoe
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the religious point of view, to "be fcxind anywhere#
Factors Leading to the Experience . Very little
is knovm concerning the life of Isaiah preceding
his call and commission so any discussion of the
factors lea<^ing to it must be more or less
problematical. First of all, most scholars agree
that he was of royal birth. This would mean that
the young Isaiah would be given the best education
which the age afforded. He would have early
advantages which would be closed to the average
boy.
He must have had a religious background of
considerable influence. Few are the men who
v/ill enter upon any such experience as this and
immediately recognize its significance without
considerable religious training. The first thought
which entered his mind was that of his own un-
worthiness and this would be found only in a
deeply religious character. Furthermore, he
understood the significance of seeing the Lord
Jehovah with his tiwn eyes and this demonstrates
his knowledge of the religious beliefs of the
i.
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time. He was probably well acquainted with the
Document (750 B.C.), and also with the
Document which existed at this time only in its
oral form. It seems to me that the entire
experience of his call snd commission would have
been impossible to Isaiah had he not been thoroughly
trained and educated in the religion of his
fathers
•
Secondly, it is possible that he might have
been influenced by the preaching of Amos and
Hosea. Especially would this be true of Amos,
as he was a native of Judah, Amos also was
active a few years before Hosea, thus giving his
message more time to reach the ears of the youthful
I s a i ah
.
Thirdly, the illness and death of king Uzziah
would make a profound impression on a grov/ing,
thinking youth of the royal household. Judah had
been extremely prosperous under Uzziah and the
royal court was undoubtedly a very happy place.
Then, suddenly, king Uzziah was stricken with
leprosy (II Kings 15:5), Isaiah had probably
looked upon the good king as a sort of ideal and
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it would be a great shock to see him suffer. It
would hardly help making him think about the more
serious things of life and concerning the supposedly
righteous Yahweh, god of Israel. We do not know
positively whether or not Uzziah actually died
before the call and commission came to Isaiah,
but the severe illness of the king wculd have
been enough to stir him to profound thought and
meditation
,
The External Experience , In this disturbed
state of mind Isaiah entered the Temple to
1
worship, probably in the company of many others.
Dr, Davidson pictures him as entering there
immediately after the funeral rites of the dead
king in order to render homage to ’’the king
2
invisible." While there he experienced a
vision v/hich changed his entire life. Entranced
by the ceremonies taking place around him he saw
Jehovah, the God of Israel. The vision was real
and genuine, not mere fancy, or a figment of the
imagination, "As he sat there Isaiah suddenly
1# Zittel, Great Men and Movements in Israel
, p, 26 '. •
2* Davidson, The Called of God, p. 191,
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hBd a strange feeling. His soul was possessed
of the thought of the vital nearness of his God.
place of the earthly temple with the earthly
sanctuary of Yahweh
,
he saw the heavenly sanctuary
and Yahweh himself as the great God of the universe,
sitting on his throne arrayed in the royal purple
which filled v;ith color the whole of the heavenly
throne room. The earthly priests were changed
to angelic heavenly forms who hovered about the
Lord of the world and tended the heavenly altar
fires. The fire of the earthly altar became that
of the heavenly altar at which the seraphim offered
sacrifice, and choruses of angels praised the
Holy One."^
”Holy, holy, holy is Jehovah of hosts : the
Y^hole earth is full of his glory” {6:3) • They
did not pray as we do, that his name may be
hallowed. Already for them, the divine name
2
is hallowed, and the earth is full of his glory.
From this Isaiah received the chief message of
his future ministry. For him Jehovah was now
1, Kittel, Great Men and Movements in Israel
, p, 261,
2, Knudson, Beacon Lights of Ppophecy
, p. 128,
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’’the Holy One of Israel." Today we thibk of
holiness as purity of character, but to the ancient
Hebrew it meant remoteness, or separation. God
was holy because he was separated from men,
infinitely above all earthly limitations.^ But
now the idea is extended to include all of God’s
character - the radiance, purity, justice, and
love of his very being. This conception of the
holiness of his God became the determining factor
for all of Isaiah’s ministry. It was the out-
standing factor in all his preaching. To him
the one great fact of all life was the sovereignty
of a holy God. "The lofty looks of men shall be
brought low, and the haughtiness of men shall be
bowed down, and Jehovah alone shall be exalted"
(2:11). This was his dominating theme. Nothing
could safely be exalted above the Holy One of
Israel (5:19, 24). His v/ill was supreme and
absolute (14:27).^
Almost immediately Isaiah realized what had
happened and he became afraid, for in those days
1. Gordon, The Faith of Isaiah, p, 14.
2. Knudson, Seacon Lights of Prophecy, p. 129.
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lo Jiilicf:# vabo'V ".lea'icl lo ortO
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iuS
,
^. etio-tiftj litiil TirXcfdht Id XTb evod/j
a*bcO lo II^ ^bsjlor.t od bd^fredxo pX yd-J v.ofl
fend ^ooXdaut ,'\rdt'iJ0’q ^9onp^’'6'l ^(i:t - TedOfi”i3;fo
Qrid lo noldqeoaoo e.trfT .'^rdad elrf *^0 jvrd
'xcdof^'5 3nXft.tmn3*t9B arid 9fnv>o©d fcoD aid to eeenlloxf
-ii-fo add 8! w :tl .Yideirtlm p.MaXfiisJ lo JXb *10 *1
mlri oT .snlflose'iq ft.fd IX.« nl 'Todoet TiflXbft-«:te
Ydn^XA'ievoa edd ebw 9*^11 TIb to ctOHt dPO'is sno arid
00' Ili'de nem to ejiool Yd'tol ©nT*' .bcO ®
9d XX«ri« nam to seorrldrfgirBri odJ hfiB ,woI dd^troid
"bddlBX© ocf IXade ©rtoX^ rfpvorfsTj tae ,fi7/ob b&v/od
gnlftdoil .©.Tierld ^nidenXinob alri eaw eXfl^l? .(CI:^)
to ©no ovocfB baJXex© od Yl^tss bXi/00
boB efPB'icsje afiv*? XIl'.'/ elH .(X? ^QT:^) X;^8*tRl
odnXoedB
5«d vfft rO'V bas.Mpo'i jX^taRl y Teds-f dsomlA
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*X£
.q » xlBXBeI to ddX^'S edT ,rtol>'ro£) ,X
,Ggr. ,q ,Y^5Qrfqo‘i'q to sdriB-f^ noo^e^ tnoe.bi/rOI ,2
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they believed that whoever saw Yahweh would surely
die. Before his inner eye was Jehovah Himself
with all H^s majesty, purity, and unnap reachable
holiness. He had seen his God in spite of the
fact that he wqs of unclean lips and that he lived
among a people of unclean lips (6:5). There was
only one thought which could enter the mind of a
man like Isaiah, and that was the thought of his
own sinfulness and unworthiness. Then a seraph
approached him and touched his lips with a coal
from the altar fire, thus giving him the sign of
divine forgiveness. Immediately after he heard
the voice of the Lord cry, "Whom shall I send,
and who will go for us?" (6:8a). All the
hesitancy which he had felt a few moments before
now left him, and becoming the Isaiah whom we
know, he answered without a moment’s hesitation,
"Here am I, send me" (6:8b). Thus did Isaiah,
son of Amoz, acknowledge the lordship of Jehovah,
and dedicate his life to the divine service.
Now came his commission: "Go and tell the
people. Hear ye indeed, but understand not; and
see ye indeed, but perceive not" (6:9). This
IH Rq,y -t^naf. P..tfi P'^ol^f ,<»'f>
•^Icftni-eo'^qflrfriy f?r»P «7:taof.ftin efK XXh
odi "uo o^Xqe nf boO etd cte9cs bfd &H .“^eoniXorf
hsvJtl fid :ti^d:f bn^i eqtX an^Xorw "to bb'N -^r( Joel
8AW '^'lerfT .(3:9) aqXX aaelonu lo aicfo^q a janomz
A lo f>nXm eriX bXuo'j do.trlw dd^ai/odo -^fto -^Xno
eTri lo ctdgjjodct Qti:f. smw bcis eylll nem
ilqij'108 fi neifr . 8 8(aqt£f:}*iO‘vr£if brrs eeftalx/irtlR xi'w
Iboo a f^i^w Bqll sif( Jheqcrro^ ^rta ^^f^ htjaofiO'iqqa
Ic .;di riLtrf aa:' f ^ ©^ril 'itjdXa ro^l
qrf *rA.-+'tM vlOvt '.t5©mT . eni’vX5
,6af>8 T Ilwria mo/iW” ^di lo ©oXcv ’."t
©d:^ IXA ,(a8:9) “Tew rinl 03 XX.i‘w orfw b/tP
ei (ieirotn '^reJ a cfTsl bsd ©d rfoXdw ^ona.tleert
©w rurvff;! dalPel grr/ffloo^d brrja ,rnXii :t'l9X wort
, noX^iict f eed sMuetnocT .• li;orf;Jivr 6e*T©wcna ad
tdaXael bib aj/rfT .(^8:.”^) "am brraa ,I itiR a'xaH*’
^
,fl.3Vorf©X lo qirieb'rol ©cfi or^XaXr^'om(o« tSOffiA *^o ccoa
.eciV'Toa enivib adi oi ©liX cirf ©ipoibsb bna
adit CXei brt© oO" : noiaeiucTCO sid ©nr ^a ?r'o}t
brw bn3^s*tabnj^ ir;df tboabni ov .oXooaa
aidT .(9:3) ’Mon ovreoneq ^baa6n^ a”' aae
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coramisslon was far fran inspiring. His message
v/as 1 0 be one of doom; doom to both Israel and
Judah, apparently to the bitter end.^ To Isaiah
it seemed altogether too harsh, and to his query,
”How long?" came the answer that his duty was to
nroclaim the judgment. But, unlike Jeremiah, he
accepted the commands of Jehovah without question,
and went forth, happy to do his will.
However, in spite of the fact that he had
been warned of the refusal of the people to accept
him, Isaiah was not left without hope* There
came to him the promise of "the Rdmnant" (6:13).
This, too, occupies a prominent place in his
preaching. To be sure the last phrase of verse
thirteen does not appear in the Septuagint and
hence has been the subject of much controversy
among Old Testament students. Bi,it even if it is
a later addition we do have the doctrine given
plainly enough in the naming of his first son.
Shear-Jashub, meaning "Remnant shall turn." His
name is a promise. "No matter how much Isaiah's
own generation may refuse to forsake its sins and
1* Knuds on. Beacon Lights of Prophecy
, p. 130
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come to its true father, there will be another and
a better day. A remnant shall remain and in due
time return to Jehovah**’^
The Internal Experience The first step in the
experience of the internal vision, as we have chosen
to call it, is the revelation of the Lord, majestic,
holy, righteous, surrounded by a world of life
and activity. He awakes to the fact that there
is a great Ruler behind all things, watching over
Israel, and always doing v/hat is right. Isaiah
was at last able to peeir through the dark glass
of everyday life and come near to Yahweh
.
This brings us to the second step - the
Q
realization of his own unworthiness* "Woe is
me I’**’ for I am undone; because I am a man of un-
clean lips" (6:5). The sight of God is always
the sigial for a reaction in our own minds and
souls, but it reaets on few of us v/ith the power
that it did on this prophet* The first thought
which entered his mind was that of fear. He
1* Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah, (Ab. Com*),
2* Davidson, The Called 6f~~God, p. 193.
p. 637*
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did not mean that only his lips were \inclean;
they merely symbolized his entire self. There
was an ancient Jewish tradition that he who sav;
Jehovah, and who was unworthy, must surely die.
Isaiah felt his uncleanness exposed before the
throne of Yahweh and he was fearful.
The feelinr: of fear was succeeded by another.
As his sins were taken away the thaiphtof his own
relationship to God came to him,^ One of the
seraphim took a live coal from off the altar and
carrying it with a pair of tongs, touched it to
Isaiah’s lips saying, ’'Lo, this hath touched
thy lipsj and thine iniquity is taken away, and
thy sin forgiven” (6;7), He realized, perhaps
for the first time, that forgiveness and redemption
come from God.
The third step is the revelation of his
mission to Israel* ”The great characteristic of
the age v^as religious indifference .... Men could
not be impressed with the idea of a living God., a
Sovereign high and lifted up, ruling over the world
and life and men’s consciences «... They were
1* Davidson, The Called of God, p. 195*
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incftpable of being touched with the feeling of the
reality of God, And this insensibility led to
disobedience, to formalism, to distrust of
Jehovah, and to schemes of v/ or Idly policy; and,
when danger threatened, to the calling in of
foreign help; and when these great world-powers
once planted their feet on the little country, the
end was not far distant.”^
Finally comes the inner revelation of the
prophetic message. It was t o be in two parts -
2first there is destruction and then redemption*
Ruin must come first and then through it would
ccrae salvation. ’’Woe to the crown of pride of
the dru.nkards of Ephraim and in that day
will Jehovah of hosts become a crown of glory,
and a diadem of beaut:/' unto the residue of his
people; and a spirit of lustice to him that sitteth
in judgment, and strength to them that turn back
the battle at the gate" (28:1-6).
"Wherefore thus saith the Holy One of Israel,
Because ye despise this word, and trust in
1. Davidson, The Called of God
, pp 198-99.
2. Ibid., p. 201.
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oppression and perverseness, and rely thereon;
therefore this iniquity shall he to you as a
breach ready to fall, swelling out in a high wall,
whose breaking coraeth suddenly in an instant •••••
And therefore will Jehovah wait, that he may be
gracious unto you; and therefore will he be
exalted, that he may have mercy upon you; for
Jehovah is a God of justice; blessed are all
they that ?/ait for him” (30:12-18)*
It is significant that in a moment the
realization of the direction of his entire life
appeared before him. Yahweh will punish but a
remnant shall survive. This is one of the
outstanding themes of his ministry. No matter
what else happens this remnant of the chosen
people. will survive. On them a new race will be
founded. "In a moment his whole life’s activity
stood up in this vision before him - his place
among men, his work, his mission, his message,
his conception of what God was doing and should
1, Davidson, The Called of God, p. 202.
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inoBnedi '^ae rrc.f ceor :qo
y ae yoY o;t ©d XIj?ffe sfdS e^olenorfr^
jXXjsw ftjjlri 9 riX ctuo ^jniXXewe ,XXfll o^ 7,bB^'r ciOB9*id
,:fnaJenl ;ij3 nx rixtesioo i^nl^/ae'icf seorfw
ed ^'tfirf.') tCJXi w rf^ vorioTi XX/w e*io'j9*Tf>rii rrrA
ocf 9x1 XXiw aioletexlct hnr ;yDY o:tftji; 8UoIof"i^
*ioJ ;jUoy floqy vo'rexr ©Vjsxf tori:!’ tfteiXexe
IXfl 91J3 beeeeXd lepf^fpjjl qo boO a el davcflet
.
(6X-SX; or,) “inXri *iol 1ip.-v ;}ed^
©r^X ^tnexTom a nX XiffX XrtsoX’^JriT^Jte eJt il
e'lXX
'
9*iXXn9 e.ld lo ^oXXo©n.f^ erfX 'to noXXxisXXjae'i
fi iud rlelruiQ XXXw rfs'vrlaY .frrlxf ©loTed benBsqqs
©rJX 'io eno ei e.friT .©vXvaua IXexle ctxuarjweT
loXXftn o'A elri lo 8 ©rf9 XfX eXxjo
fT©so/^o oxict Xo XiiBnirf6i p/rfd eneqqFsfl 0^X9 :lf^rlw
9d XXXw ooB^i W9n b mertdt xiO .evtVTt'S XXiv; olqooq
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blxrorfe ^£XB ^ntob e^w fcoO d4^ri-.v lo rroXdqftoaoo eld
,
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Pollowing is the summary which Dr. Peritz
gives us of Isaiah’s call, interpreting it as a
literary form expressing psychological experiences,
which give the causes, motives, purpose, and
success of his prophetic mission;^
(1) The realization of the evil conditions of
his time, clearly visible to observation.
(2) The recognition of the moral demands of
Jehovah, expressed in the term peculiar to Isaiah,
the holiness of Yahweh.
(3) A consciousness that he should be an instrument
of God to stem the tide of evil and bring about
better conditions.
(4) A realization of the difficulty, and, as
experience taught, of the practical impossibility
of the task of bringing about a permanent refor-
mation until the nation had learned its lesson
by exile*
1. Peritz, Old Testament History
, p. 186.
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IV.
The Growth of Isaiah* 3 Rellr;ious Experience
Any vital religious experience, such as that
of Isaiah, cannot be expressed In a single vision,
*^an It allow the revelation gained in the
vision to remain static. It must grow and develop.
This can be done In several ways. It can
come about through additional visions, through
added experience, or through some new interest,
or it can be a combination of them all. The
picture given us in chapter six is a remarkable
starting place, but we cannot allow it to rest
here. It is impossible to think of the religious
experience of a man like Isaiah in any way except
as a gradual development throughout his entire
life.
Other Isaianic Vision^
. It would be hard to
conceive of a man experiencing the vision recorded
8on3.tT
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in chapter six, end then not having any more.
The very nature of the prophet Isaiah would seem
to ^ndicpte that he v/as continually seeing
Yahv;eh, Isaiah, or his editors, lists sev«=ral of
these instonces. They are not of the 3®ime magni-
tude as that of his call and commission, nor are
they as epoch making as that v/as, but they can be
classified as visions.
In chapter one, verse one, the editor
specifically mentions a vision, "The vision of
Isaiah, the son of Amoz, which he saw concerning
Judah and Jerusalem, in the days of Uzziah, Jotham,
Ahaz and Hezekiah, kings of Judah.”
At the beginning of the next chapter we
find this title: "The v/ord that Isaiah the son
of Amoz saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem,” He
does not definitely mention a vision but it is
implied in the verb saw.
In chapter eight Isaiah mentions the fact
that the Lord has spoken unto him three different
times, A son is born unto him, and he considers
it as a divine sign, as the direct v/ord of God.
The son is named Maher-shalal-hash-baz
,
meaning
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"the spoil speedeth, the prey hasteth,” The
prophet interpreted this sign by ssying that
before the child could speak its first words
,
"father," or "mother," that is, within a year,
Samaria and Damascus would fall at the hand of
the Assyrian*
When Judah seemed determined to form an
alliance with Egypt Isaiah took desperate
measures. He put on the garb of a captive,
which was exceedingly scanty, and walked the
%
streets of Jerusalem for three years. The
inspiration for this also came about through a
message from Yahweh. "Jehovah spake b^?' Isaiah,
the son of Amoz, saying, Go, and loose the
sackcloth from off thy loins, and put the shoe
from off thy foot. And he did so, walking naked
and barefoot" (20:2).
Chapter twenty- two finds Isaiahlthreat
s
toward the Israelites reaching their peak. The
people are gay and light hearted. They have no
serious thoughts, Sennacherib has raised the
siege and the people have gone mad with joy.
But he will return again, and they cannot possibly
-rv-
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hope to defend their city v^ithout the help of
Yahweh. Then the prophet makes the statement
of another vision: "And Jehovah of hosts revealed
himself in m^ne ears" (22:14a).
Chapter thirty- one is a return to the problem
of the Egyptian alliance. Here again Isaiah
receives the direct word of his Lord. "For thus
saith Jehovah unto me ••• (3i:4).
Thus we see hov/ great a part the vision of
the Jord played in the life of the son of Amoz.
These might be referred to the same vision, but
that is hardly probable. Some of the problems
which he touches cn v/ere scarcely discernible in
740 B.C. at the time of his call and commission.
They do not all need to be considered as separate
visions, but Ido believe that there was more
than one, and probably many more.
The Development of Isaiah* s Religious Experience
.
Isaiah’s religious experience underwent a distinct
growth. As he became older and more experienced
in the ways of the world his message also changed
and developed. This process is clearly illustrated
iLo qXori 9f(i Juorf^lw ri.fo baeleft -tqori
:tfi&rioJpqa aril t<^i}iBir. ^-srfqoiq erfX rterfT .rf'SvyrlsY
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in the heeding of the second chapter, which is
substantially that of the first. "The word that
Isaiah, the son of Amoz, saw concerning Judah and
Jerusalem." TH s strictly national point of view
continues through all the first thirteen chapters,
and then it suddenly branches out to include the
nations around him. He has revelations concerning
Babylon, Egypt, Moab, Damascus, Tyre, and Arabia,
He now envisions things concerning all the nations
and all the capitals which effect Judah, He has
grown from a nationalist to an internationalist.^
He believes that the divine plan includes all
nations and all cities.
His social vision is another interesting
development. As a boy growing to manhood in the
upper circles, Isaiah probably did not realize
that there was a social problem. It is likely
that it did not occur to him that people were
hungry, and in economic distress. But after the
Call his eyes seem to have opened quickly. The
prosperous reign of king Uzziah had brought
about all kinds of laxity in moral and ethical
!• Jefferson, Cardinal Ideas of Isaiah
, p, 42,
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standards. The rich v/ere growing richer and the
poor were growing poorer, the priests were drunken
sots, the rulers were money- mad cowards, and
Isaiah v/as not slow in condemning them all. "Woe
unto them that decree unrighteous decrees, and
to the writers that write perverseness j to turn
aside the needy for justice, and to rob the poor
of my people of their right, that widows may be
their spoil, and that they may make the fatherless
their prey I " (10:1-2).
The conception of God as "the Holy One of
Israel" narrated In his call is magnificent, but
this too developed. Yahweh was not oriL y "high
and lifted up"but he was also a God of character,
of purity, of righteousness. Later he adds to
this and declares that Yahweh cannot be worshipped
through ceremony and that alone. He demands
something far deeper. "And the Lord said,
Forasmuch as this people draw nigh unto me, and
with their mouth and with their lips do honor me,
but have removed their heart far from me, and
their fear of me Is a commandment of men which
hath been taught them; therefore the
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wisdom of their wise men shall perish, and the
understanding of their prudent men shall he hid"
(29 :13-16).
He emphasizes the need for faith in this
"Holy One" early in his preaching. "If ye will
not believe surely ye shall not be established"
(7:9b). .
"And I will wait for Jehovah, that hideth
his face from the house of Jacob, and I will
look for him" (8:17).
Later in his ministry Isaiah introduces a
new emphasis in the promises of a loving God in
return for a steadfast faith. "Thus saith the
Lord Jehovah, Behold I lay in Zion for a
foundation a stone, a tried stone, a precious
cornerstone of sure foundation: he that believeth
shall not be in haste" (28:16).
"For thus saith the Lord Jehovah, the Holy
One of Israel, In returning and rest shall ye
be saved; in quietness and in confidence shall be
your strength" (30:15).
The very idea of the remnant is a growth.
Isaiah starts in all his thinking with a "Holy
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Jehovah.” God is infinitely righteous, and ever-
lastingly pure. Therefore he cannot allow unholi-
ness and unrighteousness to abide among his people.
He will surely destroy them. This brings Isaiah
face to face with a startling question. What
then will become of Judah, of Jerusalem, of his
people. They are not pure, they are not righteous,
Yahweh v/ill surely not blot out all his chosen
people. He finds the solution in the doctrine
of ”the Remnant.” A few will return to Jehovah.
A minority will repent of their sins and these
will survive. God cannot be defeated through
the sinfulness of men. The future of the v/orld
will always belong to the remnant,^
The Messianic conception appears in three
places: the first seven verses of chapter nine,
the first five of chapter eleven, and chapter
thirty-two, verse one following. In chapter
nine Isaiah tells us that someday the people are
going to see a great light, that their enemies
will be defeated, and that a new king will rule
in Israel, ”and his name shall be called Wonderful
1. Jefferson, Cardinal Ideas of Isaiah, p. 122.
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Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince
of Peace" (9:6). These imply sagacity, might,
strength, protection, and gentleness.^
In chapter eleven we have a somewhat different
picture. For the first time we learn that he is
to be of the stock of Jesse. The traits of spirit
and might are still ascribed to him but there is
another which goes still deeper. He is to be a
religious man, fearing the Lord Jehov^ • He will
be an ideal judge. He will be solicitous for
the rights of the poor and of the weak. He will
2
see that righteousness v/ill come for all. This
certainly marks a change and a growth over the
Messianic portrait presented in chapter nine.
The third mention of the new king is rather
disappointing. Only one sentence directly con-
cerns the Messiah. "Behold a king shall rule in
righteousness" (32:1a), Then the prophet proceeds
to give us a beautiful picture of humanity at its
best. It is the finest in the human personality
which is to receive the divine blessing. However,
1. Jefferson, Cardinal Ideas of Isaiah.
2. Ibid., p. Ib5.
p. 164
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there is an observable note of tenderness creeping
into the nrophetic message.^ The human race has
been exposed to suffering, but He will provide
food and shelter.
This quality of tenderness is indicative
of the entire range of Isaiah's development from
the time of his call and commission (740 B.G.)
until the time of Sennacherib' s invasion (701 B.G.).
At first he was harsh and unrelenting but as he
grows older he gives more and more hope to the
Israelites, He becomes kinder in his attitude
tov/ard them, Yahv/eh becomes a G-od of mercy, -as
well as of doom.
Isaiah as a Myst ic . The study of mysticism
usually is concentrated in the period of
Christendom, but there are certain mystical
elements in the prophet Isaiah which are worthy
of discussion.
In the great vision which constitutes the
call and commission of this man "we have the
evident record of a mystical experience of God
1, Jefferson, Cardinal Ideas of Isaiah, p, 156
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of the hl-Rhest order. Here the mysticism of
the Old Testament achieves its most sublime
expression.
As Professor Br^f^htman views this experience
as recorded in chapter six he finds three out-
standing elements present which are definitely
2
mystical. First, it took place in the Temple,
Here Isaiah was surrounded by all of the sacred
imagery and symbolism which he had been taught
to know and revere from the earliest childhood.
Thus he had a definite consciousness of the Temple
and all that it meant as God’s dwelling p lace
.
Second, we find that Isaiah was seeking
God rather than having God seek for h5.ra. He was
definitely searching for something higher than
that which he already knew.
Third, certain psychological factors were
present. It was visual - "I saw the Lord." It
was auditory - "Holy, holy, holy is Jehovah of
hosts." It was tactual - "Lo, this hath touched
thy lips." These are very significant in their
1. Underhill, The M^^stics of the Church
, p, 32.
2. Brightman, Class Lectures'^ 1/19/33.
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position as vehicles for conveyinp; the consciousness
of the sacred mysterious uresence.
In this connection we should prohahly consider
also such passapies as chapter five, verse nine:
"In mine ears saith Jehovah of hosts ..." Then
there is another in chapter eight, verse eleven:
"For Jehovah spake thus t o me with a strong hand."
These are undoubtedly additional mystical experiences.
The Dsychological factors are esnecially outstanding.
In the first we have the auditory, and in the second
it is the tactual. Furthermore in the latter we
find the element of force is ore sent. It ?/as
imoossible for Tsaiah to escape 'even if he desired.
Doctor Strickland has given us three tests
for a mystical experience:^ (1) It must involve
not one part of the personality, but the whole
person; (2) Its pov/er to leave us with the conviction
that we have been face to face v/ith reality;
1. Wm. James in his Varieties of Religious Experience
lists four tests : ineffability
,
noetic quality,
transciency, and passivity.
Eveleyn Underhill feels these to be unsatisfactory
and in her Mysticism
, (p. 96), gives these: (1) It
is oractical not theoretical; (2) It is not entirely
spiritual activity; (3) The business and method of
m^rsticism is love; (4) Mysticism entails a definite
nsychological experience.
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(3) Its moral value,
^
Isaiah’s experience of chapter six most
certainly involved his whole self. He saw it
with his eyes; he heard it with his ears; he
was cleen^^ through his lips; he felt God in his
soul; and he answered with his heart. He gave
himself completely to his Lord,
It also left him with the conviction that
he had been face to face with reality. As one
reads the narrative in his book he cannot doubt
the reality of the experience in the prophet’s
own mind. He had seen Yahweh with his own eyes
and he knew. There was no doubt about it.
Its moral values are equally as evident.
It set the standards for Isaiah’s own life, and
through his vision of a righteous and moral
Jehovah he gained the ethical standards for all
of Israel, They must leave their idolatry, the
v/omen must abandon their immoral practices, the
rulers must leave off their cruel punishments,
the lords must cease their economic oppressions,
and all Israel must cease her transgressions.
This was the moral message of Isaiah’s mystical
1, Strickland, Psychology of Religious Experience, p, 874f
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experience
,
There is only one thing missing from this
experience. That is the note of .loyousness,
anrl tender intimecy which is so cheracteristic
of the Christian mystics. Here lies the difference
between the mysticism of the Old and Kev/ Testsments,
But we must acknowledge the fact that in the
reluctant acceptance of the Jeremiah, and in
the glorious vision of Isaiah we have the heritage
of the best in Christian mysticism.
But was Isaiah himself a true mystic? That
ca^estion has two aspects to its answer. Mysticism
in its normal form is "That type of religion
which is characterised by an immediate conscious-
2
ness of personal relationship with the Divine,"
Under this definition Isaiah could certainly be
classified as a mystic. As we have pointed out
in the above discussion he v/as in constant
communication v/ith the Holy One of Israel. He
was deeply av/are of the significant fact that his
utterances were those of Yahweh speaking through
him. Such a mysticism is necessary for everyone
1, Underhill, M'^rstics of the Church, pp 34-5.
2* Jones, Stunies In Mystical Religion
,
p, xviii.
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who wouW be truly religious.
Unc^er its more radical forms, such as is
’illustrated by the Buddhistic Nirvana, Isaiah
would be excluded. The extreme mysticism is
characterized by vagueness, isolation, and in-
activity, To the prophet Isaiah this kind of life
was iTTpossible, The entire -meaning of his ex-
perience could be expressed only through the most
strenuous activity, and definiteness of purpose.
If considered in this light Isaiah was not a
mystic. But considered in the light of the more
normal experience, Isaiah was possessed of that
t^pe of mysticism which is an absolute necessity
for us of today if we are to meet the pressing
problems of our modern ¥/orld.
*f ed Mr/ow orfw
et ,'C)^. fior/e ,e/nTol Xi^ofS'>T ' ©noffi bH
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The Problems of Isaiah
In discussing the various problems v/hich
confronted Isaiah during his career as a prophet
we must realize that they all center around one
main tj^gnig . righteousness of Jehovah and
faith in Him. So great was the religious ex-
perience of this prophet that his entire life
was directed by it. Everything he did and said
may be interpreted in its light.
His problems are so closely interwoven that
any division is practically impossible and must
of necessity be more or less arbitrary. However,
for our purposes, I have atten^Dted such a division
and have placed the several problems under four
main heads: personal, social, political, and
religi ous
.
Personal Problems
. We know so little concerning
Isaiah* s private life that any discussion of his
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personal problems must be to some extent pure
suppostt ton* There are, hov;ever, a few things
v/hich we do knov^, and through which v/e can be
certain that he must have had his problems. He
grew to manhood during the remarkably prosperous
reign of king Uzziah. He surely must have been
Inoculated with the goodness of the king, and
with the optimism of the times, just as was
everyone else in Judah. But the king was suddenly
stricken with leprosy, Assyria under Tiglath
Pileser III was threatening Samaria, and he
probably had heard of the preaching of Amos and
Hoses, These occurrences would cause any thinking
young man to ponder in his own mind the meaning
of such things, and concerning their cause and
solution.
Closely following this comes the problem of
his life v/ork. Both problems found thejj? solution
in the glorious vision of chapter six. His mind
fulU of strange thoughts-, 'he
,
saw Jehovah with his
own eyes, was cleansed of his sins, and was com-
missioned to preach the Word, In his characteristic
manner he quickly subdued all doubts and answered
O'rtrq ^a9:txo ocros oJ ed ifixjm emolcfoio Innos^eq
wt#*^ n ,‘i - V9'.vo/i
,
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9*^^
.RfiT^fco'tq sifl &vt=>fi .ieuTtf sri fr? '^t90
fimneqao'rq '^rjqevf'i boorfn^rrj o-l
r.&^d 9V>id ctefif^ eK s,rr.M^ lo
bna <?7rcf5[ siu-t lo gssnfSoon 9dcf rf:Mv/ ft^^talyoonf
asw 80 »S9fnti ed't Jo m8^^r^^ao oitt rfl ^’v
'^In9bf)xis aavY arf?7i 9r{.+ :ffj8 .risbifT, n,t ^els saoi^ova
di»l3.fT 'lebnu B ^ysbA ^ '.eo'iqaX ri;ttw
sd bna snln9^0 9'trf:t a^w III
bnn somA -O gnliiosBiq 9rj.-t lo Pi'TBod rXcf^do'ic
"TiiB aer ao bXjuow aaone'i'ii/oc'o 9e9^ * i93<yn
-v. .
.
3fi'ne9ftT 9d.t brifiT! ftwo s.ld q.f 't^bftoq oi :i3r: ^rf ' 7
baa 981/60 'T.fedX -nln^oonoo '><16 ,8:nnld:f rff5ij:e lo
,noi:f L'Xoe
lo ffi9r<fo*iq BBiTToo •'n/woXXoTt I'leaf'XO
aoXdi/roa hal/0'1 8m9Xcro»ia .Uofi .^faov* 9 '' If atrf
balm Bin .xle lectoado Jo nolely 8rrn^»ToX^» al
2 .fd ri:lfw rfffvorfel wassr^ea ,a:lrfp orrfd’ 9pnf-a:l« In. /rXi/'l
-moc 8BW biiB ,8al8 aXri 'io 9 »^nBnio esw
olclaXa^jlomBiio eld al .bftoW sd.t jtloae'tq ,.h saoXealm
be-^svfea-^ boa e^cfiK^b XXb bei/bcfx/a yX^fotup eri annaftm
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with a r1.ng1.nR voice, ’’Here am I; send me’* (6:8b).
As the son of Amoz entered his pctive ministry
I think that he must have found his royal connections
soraev/ha t of a handicap in dealing with the common
people. Since Ahaa had come to the throne there
had been a growing attitude of distrust toward the
ruling family, and Isaiah would at least be caught
in the shadow of this doubt. It is true that
such a background was a great advantage v\iien he
desired to deal with the rulers of Judah, but he
also had a mission to fulfill toward the lov/er
classes and they surely must have looked
askance on anyone related to the royal house who
attempted to tell them how to live.
Nor was he able to make much greater headway
with the ruling class. They could not be expected
to follow advice wh1cVy(vould deprive them of any
worldly pleasures, nor to sacrifice for the
welfare of others. Isaiah was only human and he
must have had grave doubts at times as to the
worthwhileness of it all* But never once did he
falter. Instead, with a clear vision of Jehovah's
plan ahead of him he kept straight on toward the
.f n , oo ^c ’ r-^
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goal which was his - Judah saved for Yahweh. At
one t3.nie he did feel it useless to continue his
public ministry and so withdrew to teach his
followers that they might be the means of carrying
on his work and of spreading his message. He
would teach them in private and prepare them to
carry on in public, "Bind thou up the testimony,
seal the law among my disciples" (8:16),
But the accession of Hezekiah brought him
out of retirement and he went on preaching the
judgments of Jehovah more vigorously than ever,
Isaiah must have had other personal problems,
financial, family, and all the rest, just as men
have always had, but we have no record of them.
All we can say is that in him they occupied a
minimum of space and time, always being completely
dOTiinated by his all consuming passion for the
service of Jehovah,
Soc ial Problems , Now we turn to the problems
facing Isaiah which v/ere o f a social nature.
They were many, but at the same time were all
closely related to each other, Bailey and Kent
:tA . ’dwrfcY 'xa*i r-><JYi-*c - six! e-^w iloirl^
aid emt fcioo oi bc^Iobl' Xoo^ blh ©ri ©jnlJ no
eX/i AOflo.t w*^'i6ri1jtw oa ^cta Y*I:ts^rf^^: oviduct
lo ©dct ©tf ^si^JiiJtm orf-J' ’'.:ri e'r-^’fcirol
sr *:jgB 5 efc»rn aid "ic^ jJtov? efrf no
oJ" m^dJ bit's ai rfodst ‘'[j/nw
,ynoin.t:JB©;t ©dn qo i/o drt.ffl” .oitdtrq nl rto vini-’O
.(dJ:?i) '’e© vfrr ^rtomp ©rf:f Xrtea
^T^r{ rfrf?2yo^rd rffll>Iosf#H lo ao?Eeeooa lufl
oni*t :<^.Kdoae*iq no brixi irtor!‘'^T v* •'tf^o
.‘lev© Oi'rfd’ yXeno'JO^Xv enom d!6.voiKeT, lo
^
errfoldb'iq I ‘rnoBneq o edJo bBd eVt^rt ;tex/m dRlBST
nem ea iawt «^89n ed.:f XI« hn^ t £«.{ oa"fiI:l
• raerW lo r;'TOcen on eved ev/ itrcf ^^Hd er^wlB ev^d
/’ belqjjooo yed.i mld^ nf isd^f yap n^o ow L/A
yXe^eXcnnoo ^nled eyawXjs ,eff'Xd f>nja eooqs lo ffiwfltfr-ftn
edf 'Tol noteseq j^xifarnBiioo ICi^ etrf yd I>9:tPaI/nob
.ft?vod9L lo oolvnep
ex^erdonq odd oX nnc/X o’^v vro^'t . gmefdony ^ e ^ oo
g
.e'TUctMfi X'^'poB 9 1 o one'.v dofdty dj3.?peX r^rt?o«l
CJ.fi ©new siufd air.ne edJ idd ^yaenr orrew rodT
daoX bn£ yeX .nedoo rfo'.^ od heXeXe'i yl«^solo
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have given us three. The first problem has to
do with the wealthy. Lust for money and povv’er
had completely destroyed the manhood of Israel,
Brotherhood was a thing of the past; love of
country had degenerated into a mercenary patrio-
tism, The greatest thing in life was to get and
then to keep for one^s own use. The^y^man was he
who could steal the most and still not break the
law,
"And the people shall be oppressed every
one b;^ another, and every one by neighbor" (3:4),
"Woe unto them ,,,, that justify the wicked
for a bribe, and take away the righteousness of
the righteous from him I" (5:23).
Class legislation fiormed the second problem.
This was a direct result of the first. Laws were
made which favored the upper classes to the
degradation of the lov/er. This was done chiefly
by the change from the old laws of inheritance to
those of acquisition by any available means,
"what mean ye that ye crush my people, and
grind the face of the poor? saith the Lord, Jehovah
1. Bailey and Kent, Hist, of Heb. Commonwealth, p, 211
^iir{ !5r{T * ex/ nsvfy ov^rf
•x©woq bn>? ^enoffl lol ^iei/J »»ri3 fU'^f ob
• Xe’^el lo boorfn-im 5e'^o'i:^8©h rloiftlqmco baii
lo 9VoI i^BBq erli lo ^nXifcf « b-^w ^oorf'i^rWo'tG
-oi'i:tQq ri afi9 O'! o/n 9 oint f)9t BTfinogfif. ftftri
bfis o:t BBW oltl nl anlrii iee^Rert^^ 9/11 .meJ^
9rf B^w nB/ny^erf? , ee;/ risyo a'ano *10 ! qsg;)! o^ aerfd
0/1:1 >(«9»icf -loa XXX^e brut :taoffl orii X^oita bXuoo orfw
.wbX
’,^t:9V0 . 598 80'iqqo otf riprla ^Xqoeq ©rfi orrA"
,(^t5) "Todff.TJXon Yfl ono •vp'eve bn/j ,TOf{:font* *^(1 ono
fts?iofy; orfi Jb/Ij iiiorl^ OvJaxjj ooW*’
ee^ne wodrf?4 1'T Q'^i rjew^ ojfBi edi'icf r lo*!
.(£9:6) *’.'mXri moil eqoolcl^li ofl:l
.meldotq bry.'09e o/l:J P'omiol noX:l(3X8i?:\eI rebID
eiow e-v/aJ .d-eiil eri:t lo IXweei looiih s row s t/lT
oiii ol eoeebXo loqqj/ o/i:f boiovsl rfoi/iw obem
vllolrlo onob EBW eXflT .lowol o/li lo qofi'^boisob
ol ROOBiXioiiiiX lo bv/hX bio erll moil oj^narfo orfi -^cT
.enoom ©IcfsIIeva v/aa vcf no.M.f eXupofi lo oeor‘1
brio ,9lqooq dasjno ov; iorll daen tB'rfW”
rlBVorfoI. odl '^XtoR Tioocr oifl lo oool o/ll ^ai*xp
. XIS .q < jfllv ownoimno C> ’ . clef^ lo . 1 $1 H bric ^oXXflG .1
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of hosts" (3:15)
•
"For the vineyard of Jehovah of hosts is the
house of Israel, and the men of Judah his pleasant
plant; and he looked for .justice, but, behold,
oppression; for righteousness, but feehold a cry.
Woe unto them that .join house to house, that lay
field to field, till there be no room, and ye be
made to dv/ell alone in the midst of the landl"
(5:7-8).
The third problem named was that of drunkeness,
riotous living, and all the associated activities.
Even the priest and the prophet are so drunk that
they cannot stand straight while performing the
functions of their office.
"Woe unto them that rise up early in the
morning, that they may follow strong drink; that
tarry late into the ni^ht, till wine inflame
theml" (5:11).
"Ah sinful nation, a people laden with
^niquity, a seed of evil doers, children that
deal corruptlyl They have forsaken Jehovah,
they have despised the Holy One of Israel, they
are estranged and gone backward" (1:4).
. (31: ’*8 ^ eorf 'to
tl.t cdeofi lo rfnwrfeL lo r v erf^
^tfta ri /; '9-f' 'J H.lrf riiA^'uZ ‘lo nerr 9f:M ’"a ’ tie?'! el
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’’Moreover Jehovah sal^, Because the dauf^hters
of Zion are haughty, and walk with outstretched
necks and wanton eyes, walking and mincing as
they go, and making a tinkling with their feet;
therefore the Lord will smite with a scab the crown
of the head of the daughters of Zion, and Jehovah
will lay bare their secret parts” (3:16ff)*
The punishment for all this v/ill be fearful
to behold. "Therefore as the tongue of fire
devoureth the stubble, and as the dry grass
sinketh down in the fiame, so their root shall be
as rottenness, and their blossom shall go up as
’^ust; because they have rejected the lav/ of Jehovah
of hosts, and despised the word of the Holy One
of Israel” (5;24).
These problems arose chiefly out of the
extraordinary period of prosperity which Israel
had enjoyed under Uzziah, and through the intro-
duction of foreign gods under Ahaz, This resulted
in a general, all aroiind laxity of moral law.
As prosperity had come money had increased,
luxuries had become necessities, the need for
hard work had decreased, and v/ith it all Yahweh
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was pushed into the background and his laws
forgotten. This created a very serious social
p’^oblem and Isaiah, as a true minister of Jehovah,
did his best to meet it.
Political Problems , The political problems
which Isaiah faced in his ministry have been
discussed in a previous chapter and need not be
repeated at great length here. Briefly, there
were three chief political crises which he faced,
and shaped his message accordingly:
(1) The refusal of Ahaz to form an alliance with
Israel and Syria, and his submission to the
overlordship of Assyria, “Thus saith the Lord
Jehov]?fa, It shall not stand, neither shall it
come to pass. For the head of Syria is Damascus,
and head of Damascus is Rezin; and within three-
score and five years shall Ephraim be broken
into pieces, so that it shall not be a people:
and the head of Ephraim is Samaria, and the head
of Saimiria is Remaliah’s son. If ye will not
believe, ye shall not be established” (7:7-8),
"Jehovah will bring upon thee, and upon thy
eweX n f !i on* v r;r' • .ji -lii* S*^rfe:T: fi'iw
I’ll or r n'^fclza^ v*i.ov i* P)fr‘i; 0 'T.o
, n*:* * ^OT-i'xo'?
,
'«:vor^9T# ''o ’ p f a ^” ''ii't-f R ei3 ttif .'
q
, X f .+ *; -' IT! ''-} :? R •''' R ? r ^ f
'
errldoiq X-'.oi.1IXoq ofiT . emo IrfoT? Xf'oJ?-t[o‘i
n-^9Cf eVMfi 7‘i.-teXnXif eXn ;rX r f -' rI Kriffw
00 Xofi Jboen biu^ isJqp.rfo ajj'oXv^'iq r n? [''oeei/os^h
©'^9flj ,0191' rlcfj^nfiX ctjae'ig :J'. b‘:»jR9r,e'?
^
ft f) Of? 'i 0 ri do I ffvv c 9 e. to o X « o .t j X Xo a "i © r %'• © yo i 90 © 'v
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orfw o;X iioi afi.fF'Cfr.-R p td ftrtR , « tovB ftfu-
frro.I sdX dX.tfts exidT*’ .BXoqpp./i 'ro o IdsftooXoftvo
cti XlF-de ‘i^dXXyn .biiBoe ift-srie tT
,
p\[V':’i'^yT,
,soo8i3maG p. t s.f'iv:^ Xo ft^-yd sOj q oi - co
-ftsonr; nld^jv^ ftf p rnts^F rX orry r
^
t.-ct lo ftped f ri'^
n95/o*Td ed mtBoxiqa X/’or'e eoBoii: o'rllt ft'M' Sf?-?>oe
; 0XqO 0 O ; fid XOJI XX qe .tX :?'»dd op, , peo^Xq octni
ftBfid hn^ tBXoerfisll ?;.? CLL'i<;o£lO'i X*"' X-s-. rr ©dj ftfiB
;tnn CX.U o,: XI *.*108 3 ’ dB.f Xb'L'oH et B-t'iivmpa ^0
.(B-V:V) ’’X •'RXXq'BXes od don Xlade or ^©voXXfid
^dd noqx/ ftnr ,99dd noqx/ ^niod XXXw d^vodeL”
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people, and upon thy father’s house, days that
have not come, from the day that Ephraim departed
from Judah - even the king of Assyria" (7:17).
(2) The plot to form an alliance with Egypt
which occurred during the early years of the
reign of Hezekiah, Isaiah was vigorously
opoosed to the alliance with Assyria hut once
it was made he knew it was foolish to revolt.
He realized that Egypt vms a mere shell and
could be of no help.
"Woe to the rebellious children, saith
Jehovah, that take counsel, but not of me; and
that make a league, but not of my spirt, that
they may add sin to sin; that set out to go down
into Egypt, and have not asked at my mouth; to
strenfz:then themselves the strength of Pharaoh,
and to take refuge in the shadow of Egypt I " (30;l-2).
"Now the Egyptians are men, and not God; and
their horses flesh, and not spirit" (31 :3a).
(3) The revolt of Hezekiah and the invasion of
Sennacherib. The prophet had predicted .lust
such an invasion from the Assyrian for many years,
but nov/ he seems to have undergone a change of
t.-'/ R >> r'J .-V
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heart* Hezekiah has turned to Yahweh for aid and
Isaiah was ready with his message of hope and
success
•
"Thus saith Jehovah, Be not afraid of the
words that thou hast heard, wherewith the servants
of the king of Assyria have blasphemed me. Behold,
I will put a spirit in him, and he shall hear
tidings, and shall return unto his own land; and
I will cause him to fall by the sword in his own
land” (37:6-7).
Isaiah was greatly disturbed because the
rulers of Judah refused to take irto account the
will of Jehovah* Both Isaiah and Micah characterized
them as cannibals, mercilessly eating the people
whom they should have protected; as haters of
good and evil,^
”Thy princes are rebellious, and companions
of thieves; every one loveth bribes, and followeth
after rewards; they .judge not the fatherless,
neither doth the cause of the widow come unto
them” (1:93).
1* Bailey and Kent, Hist, of Heb. Commonwealth
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Through it all the prophet's chief concern
v/as the promotion of the religious by means of
the political. He realized that if Judah fell
the religion of Jehovah would also fall, and he
bent every effort toward preventing such an end.
Religious Problems . In our discussion of the
social and political problems of Isaiah vie have
seen that they all center around the religious.
It was because Jehovah was so vitally concerned
in them that they occupied such a prominent place
in the ministry of Isaiah, Never- the-less there
are certain problems v/hich can be definitely
classified as religious.
First of all we come to the problem of a
corm.pt clergy. This is one which recurs again
and again in the history of the church. Isaiah
realized that he could not hope to influence the
people toward the v/ay of Jehovah if the priests
and prophets refused to follow him themselves,
"And even these reel with wine, and stagger
with strong drink; the priest and the prophet
reel with strong drink; they err in vision, they
-
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stumble In iudgment" (28:7),
Then there is that problem of formalism j.n
v/orship; the observance of the externals v/ithout
the inward sincerity of heart necessary to true
worship. Once again we hear the prophetic voice
sounding forth clearly, surely, and in no uncertain
terms
.
"What unto me is the multitude of your
sacrifices? saith Jehovah: I have had enough
of the burnt offerings of rams, and the fat of
beasts; and I delight not in the blood of the
bullocks, or of lambs, or of he-goats, Y/hen ye
come to appear before me, who hath required this
at your hand to trconple my courts?
Wash you, make you clean; put av/ay the evil of
your doings from before mine eyes; cease to do
evil; learn to do well; seek justice, relieve
the oppressed. Judge the fatherless, plead for
the wi dow" ( 1 :11-17 )
•
"Forasmuch as this people draw nighjt unto
me, and v/ith their mouth and with their lips do
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me, and their fear of me is a commandment of men
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which hath been taught them (29:15).
The Intror^uctlon of foreign go^s into Judah
was another religious problem which Isaiah faced.
When Tiglath-Pileser conquered Damascus he
rerfiB-ined for some time, calling his vassals
to meet him there. Ahaz, king of Judah, was one
of these. As proof of his allegiance, Ahaz
declared his country dependent religioo-sly as
well as politically upon the will of the Assyrian
king. In honor of this pledge he took an altar
which he found in Damascus, end brought it home
to Jerusalem, placing it in the temple. This
was orobably an altar to the god Asi5u.r.^ He
also introduced the Assyrian worship of the stars
and the sun to the people of Judah. Equal to
Jehovah and above him many times v/ere placed
o
Assur and Ishtar, the Assyrian gods. But
Yahweh was not crowded out of the temple any
more than Ahaz himself was crowded off the throne.
Side by side with the introduction of these
gods came the social effects v^ich always follow
1. Kit tel. Great Men and Movements in Israel
, p. 273.
2, Ibid., p, 273.
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in the wake of any let-down of moral standards.
It is no wonder that Isaiah so bitterly condemned
the policy of the king, and v/e can easily
understand his violent opposition to it.
He met all of these problems in practically
the same way. With courage, enthusiasm, and a
sureness of God's v/ill he fearlessly spoke his
mind. Only through faith in Jehovah could the
people ever attain the thjjigs for v/hich they
were constantly seeking. They must 'forget the
secondary, temporal things which occupied so
much of their life. These could be nothing
more than temporary, while the only worthwhile
life was to be found in following the will of
Yahv/eh. If they refused to do this the
consequence v/ould be sure destruction.
"If ye be willing and obedient, ye shall
eat the good of the land: but if ye refuse and
rebel, ye shall be devoured v;ith the sv/ord; for
the mouth of Jehovah hath spoken it" (1:19-20).
However, he does not rob them of all hope.
To him has come the promise that a remnant shall
be left. This is most clearly expressed in the
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naming of his first son, Shepr-Jashub (7:3),
which means ”a remnaa t shall return" (10:21).
"V/hose stock rema.ineth, when they are felled
so the holy seed is the stock thereof" (6:13b).
Then the prophet follows this with an even
brighter ray of light - the doctrine of the
inviolability of Jerusalem, and the promise of
a new Messiah.
"And there shall come forth a shoot out of
the stock of Jesse, and a branch out of his
roots shall bear fruit" (11:1).
"Behold a king shall reign in righteousness,
and princes shall rule in justice" (32:1).
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YI.
The Ab 1 ding Value
s
,
Ideals, and Teachings
found in the
Religious Experienc e of Isaiah
The age of Isaiah is striking in its many
resemblances to our own time* Of course we have
no monster nation ready to bear down upon us and
make us a subject people, but we do have many
dangers which are lust as great, and to which
the same principles may be applied. Isaiah
preached to a people who had just passed through
an extended period of prosperity and were now
plunged in depression and such has been our
recent experience. Other things had taken the
place of Jehovah in the lives of the Israelites
even as they have today.
Isaiah met the situation in a masterful
way. He faced stern opposition but in the end he
achieved victory. The secret of his success is
found in his profound religious experience. He
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knew God, end he wad deeply conscious of his ov/n
mission on earth. His was the task of bringing
Israel to Yahweh and nothing else mattered.
The practical values for us found in the
life and teachings of Isaiah are many and varied.
It would be impossible to cover them all in this
study, sol have chosen the ones which to me are
outstanding, and shell discuss them briefly.
The Courage of Isaiah . Not many of us would
question the courageous qualities of the prophet
Isaiah, Time and again he met some pressing
problem, or some particularly difficult situation
with that same unwavering courage which was so
much a part of his nature. His, life, especially
the earlier years, were full of disappoin t ing
defeats, but he never gave up. At the very
first, when he received his commission, he was
warned of thff? hostile attitude of the people
(6:9-10), but he did not even question Jehovah
concerning it. Instead, with a supreme loyalty,
he went straifiit ahead carrying out the will of
his God, Nor is it an easy thing to be unpopular.
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It must have taken a great deal of courage to
tell the king that he was wrong; to warn the
royal courtiers that they must sacrifice their
luxuries; to inform the people that they needed
a clearer vision in order to attain true happiness.
But such courage v;as that of the prophet Isaiah,
t
and such is the courage which the leaders of the
church need today in facing the evil conditions
which surround us on all sides.
His Optimism . In spite of the fact that Isaiah
did preach certain doom, he never lost his
optimistic view of final justice. His was the
promise of a remnant; his was the pledge of the
inviolability of Jerusalem; and his was the
prediction of a new day. He was certain of
good things in the end for all who were worthy,
and this was the message which he brought to
Judah,
We have already discussed the doctrine of
tb«* remnant which was new with him, Isaiah could
not believe that all would be destroyed. He
knew that vere still a faithful few, and he firmly
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bellever^ that they wouW survive.
’’And it shall come to pass in that day, that
the Lord will set his hand again the second time
to recover the remnant of his people” (11:11)
The prophets of old had long preached the
destruction of Jerusalem, but Isaiah saw a need
for more than this, and hence his doctrine of
inviolability. It was calculated to drive from
their minds some of the fear engendered by the
1
threats of sure annihilation. The people were
sadly in need of encouragement and hope, and
this was aiah attempted to give.
’’For Jehovah hath f ounded Zion, and in her
shell the afflicted of his people take refuge"
(14:32).
"Look unon Zion, the city of our solemnities:
thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation,
a tent that shall not be removed, the stakes vi^heeeof
shall never be plucked up, neither shall any of the
cords thereof be broken" (33:20),
The thought of a "Golden Age" with abundant
blessings for everyone had long been a tradition
1. V/elch, The Religion of Israel, p, 157.
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of ancient peoples. Its highest form is seen in
Israelis hope of salvation. The idea of a child
of God, born of a holy woman in some mii^ulous
way, was not new among the nations. Israel
expected a king of the house of David. Isaiah
found this hope, accepted it, and gave it its
peculiar form as we find it expressed in his
prophecies
There are several of the Messianic passages
in the book of Isaiah. The first one which may
be so-called is that predicting the birth of a
boy who is to be named Immanuel, meaning God is
with us (7:10-17), The prophet in his interview
with Ahaz at the upper pool tells him to ask a
sign of Yahweh as proof of his prophetic message.
When Ahaz refuses Isaiah says that Jehovah himself
will give a sign, ”a virgin shall conceive and
bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel,
Butter and honey shall he eat, when he knoweth
to refuse the evil and choose the good. For before
the child shall know to refuse the evil, and choose
the good the land whose two kings thou abhorrest
1. Kittel, Great Men and Movements, p. 271
-GOX-
ri f ef /n-iol I .eeXaoeq .+rrefoai> lo
b£lrio 3 *10 Bobf QrfT .rK)X:tavIee lo aqoK 8’X99 »irI
auoXufAim oirroB nl xianrow ^Xori a lo mocf ,5oO lo
Xet-nal .enoi^an eri;J T^noff^a vven :ton eaw ,‘\r3w
«
ria fael .bIvsCI lo flCi/orl '^o ;inX^ fl be^foeqxe
at! iX evas boa «iX beXqoooa ,eqo.r[ e ^^^;t bni/o't
air! at beeeeaqx© ^t bntl evf rb otoI aalXuoeq
set oeriqo'ta
aef^aee i'c otOjates'^M lo feaevee ^aa B'x.^rfT
7p,f!i iotn'w 9no Xeatx eriT .riateel lo ilood arfX at
e lo dXatcf erii gatXotbe'iq ladX et beffpo-OB ed
Bf bo-D ^^iitaRem , Xebaftinml bairran ©cT ol eI off// -^rorf
wetvaeifit ctxl at cforiqo'icr ©rfT .(’^X-OXrV) bu ddlw
B od mlri eXXod looq aoqqjL/ erfX ia T.ssik rfltw
,93B8aom olXQriqoiq etd lo loo^rq aa riewrlBY lo fis^R
llaeotri jrfavodel. JarfX a^®® riaiael eaeifla'i sp.iiA nerT^V
"s.
bas avtsonoo XXsrie at^atv a” t^sle a avtra XXtw
.l9Mi9«ninI euten atf( XXao XXBde bna ,.noa a naod
rWowomf orf noriw t.tB3 ori Xlede bne
firtolod .booxi arW ©Booxfo boa Xtve ©fr:f ©at/loa oX
©Boodo b.iB ,Xtve ©rfi ©etflet oX won'jf ( Cadp. bX fdo ©rft
ctBQaaoricfja x/odd egaid ov/X ©eodw banl ©dd boo^ ©dX
.XVS: .q ^eXaemavoM bn^ a*^M X* ©a-" ^X©XXt}f ,X
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shall be forsaken" (7:14-16).
There has been much controversy over this
pessage. Some hold to its authenticity as one
of the Messianic prophecies, and others believe
that it has no such significance. Among the
former is Dr, Oeorge Adam Smith, He firmly
believes that this should be classed as one of
the Messianic passages.^ Professor Rogers
maintains that this is the first appearance of
pthe perscnal Messiah in prophecy,^
On the other hand we have the opinion of
such a man as Dr, George B. Gray, He frames
his conclusions as follows: "Within a few mcnths
at most, and perhaps immediately, a child now in
the v/omb will be receiving the name Immanuel,
God is v/ith us j for the popular tension will be
relieved, and mothers will express the general
feeling of relief at the favorable turn in public
events when they name their children,"
No matter how we may answer this problem
there are three other passages which are definitely
1. Smith, G.A., The Book of Isaiah
, p, 131 ff,
2* Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah, (Ab. Com,),
3. Gray, Isaiah
,
( ICC ) , p. 124,
p, 644
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accepted as referring to the coming of a new
Messiah, These are found in chapter nine,
verses six through eight; chapter eleven, verses
one through ten; and chapter thirty- two, verse
one follov/ing* The future kingdom of God is also
to have its earthly o fficials
,
and at the head
of them all is to he a ruler of the house of
David. He will rule over a kingdom of peace
and happiness. All of the cowardly princes, the
money mad soldiers, and the idolatrous priests
will be banished, and in their place will be a
child who shall be called, "Wonderfual. Counsellor,
Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace"
(9:6),
"And there shall come forth a shoot out of
the stock of Jesse, and a branch out of his roots
shall bear fruit. And the Spirit of Jehovah shall
rest upon hljn, the spirit of wisdom and under-
standing, the spirit of counsel and might, the
spirit of knowledge and of the fear of Jehovah,
And his delight shall be in the fear of Jehovah;
and he shall Judge not after sight of his eyes.
1, Cornill, Prophets of Israel, p. 59
)./ftn ^ *^[0 vui/r/xo
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"*o esXoffoo'f^ ,Xrfa*ioD .X
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neither decide after the hearing of his ears;
but with ri^teousness shall he judge the poor,
and decide with equity for the meek of the
earth; and he shall smite the earth with the
rod of his mouth; and with the breath of his
lips shall he slay the wicked* And righteousness
shall be the girdle of his waist, and faithfulness
the girdle of his loins” (ll:l-5)*
”What Isaiah foretold was different from the
conception of the men of the exile. Judgment was
as deeply embedded in his prophecies as in the
utterances of Amos and Micah; but Isaiah stood
for scmiething more than bare judgment, and in
their own way men recognized it. However much
they failed to grasp the full scope of the
•something more,' and especially the significance
of the terms on which it was promised they
recognised that Isaiah held an ampler sense of
the divine purpose than others. He was emphatically
the prophet of hope.”^
1* Welch, Religion of Israel, p. 157
e f.lri lo Br>:t Tecfln o^^09^ lerfil??;:
,*iooc, (u J ofi l£"it «B©nejyo»1f1^i*r ri^iw
“to afot^ ' .' I^ 'lo't y^'t’t/po <=»£>/ oof> bfiH
ari:) f llw f’.l'THe orfct a;?/mp fl '-'ic ^.i bctf< :
eM %o edf dJJw Nzb «*r "^o hot
eeaaci/oe>it(ji .t-j 'a., .5fo>fof’.v ^dj 'fB^p Ilarf^ 8q.^X
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.(fi-f: ri) ^ea.fcf 9.in lo
erf.t rrx'.'t'^ e*' ’ rW”
Bpv dTi9ir=A^^- art.^ lo hf#/" eri lo -lo/icoorvos
er'J rrf b.? B«i,oeffqo*ic: etrf ,:i £a^j^ 9 <^^Ia rlo^^eb sa
ftooja ctqq ;j1,^oX^! hctp eoniA lo eaor; ‘Taj +
'
ai bna
,
^i«cf ©tom >.n.frIJain0 8 'toI
xfi.t.m Of ve voH .-•f t f>a^Xn?^oc<®*t n«)m vnw riwo o ? oricf
oif.l
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1,0 eqooe Xli^l '^rid‘ re.so^i n’t bsl ij/f rarft
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His Passion for Social Justice , Particularly
in this day do we need a passion for social
.lust ice. Just as in the time of Isaiah, most of
the wealth is concent raterl in the hands of a few,
men are starving because they do not have a
chance to work, and .'justice is meted out according
to the dictates of the upper-classes. We have
just passed through a period of extraordinary
prosperity and so had Judah, With it all had
come carelessness toward the better things of
life, and Yahweh had been forgotten. Listen as
Isaiah says
:
"What mean ye that ye crush my people, and
grind the face of the poor? saith the Lord,
Jehovah of hosts" (3:15).
"Rise up, ye women that are at ease, and
hear my voice; ye careless daughters, give ear unto
my soeech. For days beyond a year shall ye be
troubled, ye careless wcmen; for the vintage
shall fall, the ingathering shall not come (32:9-10).
"Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees,
and to the writers that write perverseness; to
turn aside the needy from Justice, and to rob the
YX^JL*XlLfOi ^eoJieijT. iptfoot *to*J no^9RftS nlH
Xfsiooe 'so't no fpB/jCf q bepn oh p. frf,-} ni
'to leiorr lo or<.f 1 ©ri.^ n/ cb .IstrT .©oXIcr?,
tW©l a lo nt f>©v^e*tctri©oao?) ef rfrJt.q©'’.'
' ©Vflrf cJon oh 7ori:t ©ei/fioqcf ;;\nL'^r^pip, ^**12
Im hOwtem ai M BL^f bnp tjf'row 03 ©onf^rfo
ovBii of . e^eRBls- ^©qq/j ©lif *^0 8ei ''io.tb ©(fd- oi
y;*! nitioB'i'^x© 'to ^>0^*190 s r oBeRq ieuf,
bflri ZLb df I'fdXW .rfpbi/T. Eiarl oa bns vdiToqeoiq
'10 Ej}nXiid 't9d?9d' orfj briBWod e29rTes9X‘:»*f bo ©noo
e/? nedadJ .nedJojtrfo't nosd bRxi rio^risY f^nja ^o'ilx
taves jrifiXnel
bna toXqoaq tlRU^o ox dtrld by nxjem d^riY/”
tb'ToJ ©i^ct ildXaa f'cooq erfd to soB't. ©fid bri-t'xi
,{dXj£) ’’adroff to jJavor^eT.
bn 8 ,9 6'''-© '•' ©'t ’ dBild namc v/ ©v ee.?H"
odny tze bv} ^ , eBeI©*TjBS by leolov 'TRor'
©cf BY iXar'a iRBy -r Rr-^b •^o'^ .rloesqe ym
©^^Rdfidv ©rfd 'ic‘1 jne/now ftRRr^'fao 07 ,b©Xd'iroTd
.( 0I-<5: 2£) oiT^oo doft tXerle riodrt 9rld.B?nt ©rid ,IlBt Xl^'xie
,3o©*iO0b exfoodilgl'iflxf 9e*i 09b dRild n'erld cdru; bo^"
od-
;
88on0e'rev*j9q oilnv ct x^d eiedd^rw arid od na©
R.n'd xicn od bnja ^©oJtdcrt. mo'it T:b9©n arid r*;x/d
' d*' - fc.' L . 4
^ •*
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poor of my people of their right, that widows
may be their spoil, and that they may make the
fatherless their prey” (10:1-2).
His Times of Quiet and Meditation. When Ahaz
refused to follow his advice and turned to
Assyria for aid, Isaiah felt his active ministry
to be at an end. He withdrew from every form
of public service devoting his time to his few
devoted follov/ers, and to quiet mediation.
^
This v/es a significant move. Isaiah felt that
he had failed, so he decided to put his ne ssage
in the minds end hearts of his pupils in the
hope that they mi^t have more success than he.
Then, too, I like to think that he felt a
sense of inadequacy on his own part and realized
the necessity for an even closer relationship
with Ysdiweh. Prom Him he hoped to receive renewed
tigor and strength for his ministry. As result,
when Hezekiah came to the throne, the prophet
was once more ready to resume his passionate plea
for the recognition of the righteous Yahweh.
Again at the end of this reign Isaiah felt
fbi ’.V ?:'« ‘
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hl.s work at an end and quietly retired to be alone
with his (rod. This time it is final and we hear
nothing more of him. Dr. Rogers indulges in
some sli^t speculations and says that some of
his greatest passages, especially those concerning
the Messiah, possibly may have been penned during
1
this last period of retirement. But it is pure
supposition and nothing more.
Isaiah not only practiced this in his own
life, but recommended it to others in some of
the finest of all his utterances. "And the work
of righteousness shall be peace; and the effect
of righteousness, quietness and confidence for
ever" (32:17).
"In returning and rest shall ye be saved;
in quietness and in confidence shall be your
strength" (30:15).
His Conception of God
.
Moses gave to Israel
a new vision of God, and just as surely did Isaiah
raise this vision to a new level of power, love,
and righteousness. His new conception of Jehovah
1. Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah, (Ab. Com.), p. 639
ftnO'f 3 p -*Sn0 IB *fz :-'rcv^
'io0d r<m< lani'i 2 } :H. i^i. ij s.f/'T .V '' 'i^ '*^ rfih.v
^.^ ?9ilt/f»rrr .»t(^ , .1 rf 10 e^om nntfiwon
'10 0 ';!r.H ctfl/' t ''706 r>fi3 ero f^flXtfO«3r»Qi 01X 6
,’^,.‘1 .? D't^orrc r 0 5?orfJ ’v:Xxf»f ofjgc*' ,
-q etfi
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came to him in the call and commission of chapter
six, when the seraphim cried unto him, ’’Holy,
holy, holy, is Jehovah of hosts; the whole earth
is full of his glory,” Of course he had been
thinking along this line for many months, but
this was the final force which opened the window
and let in the light of a new day.
Here Isaiah received the theme which was to
dominate all his preaching - the holiness of
Yahweh, Every prophet had his own favorite word
for God: for Amos it was justice, for Hosea
it was kindness, and for Isaiah it was Holiness,
But Isaiah did not stop there, Yahweh was ’’the
Holy One of Israel,” He always links Judah and
Yahweh together. This was the reason why Isaiah
took such an active part in politics. He knew
that Jehovah was the God of all nations, that he
did not belong to Israel alone, but he did think
of Him as in living relationship with the people
of Judah,
”He did not portray God as a world force, as
a cold uncompromising abstraction, but as a Person
1, Jefferson, Cardinal Ideas of Isaiah, p, 75,
?.o rf^vcrf-i''- i*: ,v.It' ^ tVloif
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rich in all goodness, of infinite power, and of
infinite capacity for the care of mankind."^
The full conviction of the pov^er and greatness
of God was so ccanpletely present that it dominated
his every action, freeing him from all care and
fear, and giving him assurance of absolute
security* The breadth and depth which this
great conception of Yahweh gave to him are such
that even today we still gaze upon him with awe
and admiration.
His Devotion to an Ideal . Many of us have a
high conception of God, or of some particular
person or thing, but few of us have the devotion,
or the faith, necessary to carry this ideal with
us into every aspect of our bo.sy lives. It was
this faith, or devotion to his ideal, which set
Isaiah apart from the others of his day. It was
this which made him a man upon whom the ages still
look back and gasp with admiration at his breadth
of vision, his indomitable courage, his fearless
audacity, and his tender love. It is this which
1, Rogers, Intro, to Isaiah, (Ab. Com,), p . 639
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we of today need more than anything else. First
we need a great ideal, and then we must have a
devotion to that ideal which we will carry with
us into everything we do, no matter what the cost
may be.
It was this faith and devotion which caused
Isaiah to become one o f Israel’s greatest statesmen,
which strengthened him in his campaign for social
justice, and which led him into the wilderness
for the instruction of his followers. This ideal
was the all consiaming passion of his life. More
than anything else, so much so th^t he was willing
to die for it, he wanted to see all of Israel
truly a people of Jehovah j to see God control
their lives even as He controlled his own,
Isaiah knew that he could not realize this
ideal with an eight hour working day
,
or a five
day week. He had to keep at it constantly every
hour, of every day, of ever*y week. He won his
commanding position not by a single stroke of
fortune, but by long sustained and patient efforts.
He allied himself with no one but Yahweh, standing
aloof from all political combinations. His
-arc-
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influence v/as nothing more than that of his
commanding character, and of the imperial word
of Jehovah preached in season and out of season
v/ith unwavering constancy,^ If we could only
gain this same devotion to an ideal, preaching
and living the will of God everywhere, constantly,
and devotedly, what a change this world would
unde rgol
Isaiah was the greatest statesman in all
the history of the Hebrew nation. He could see
farther, think more clearly, and act more quickly
than any oth®i^ political leader the Israelites
ever knew. As we look back it is easy for us to
see the wisdom of his counsel .lyp- Judah had only
followed his advice she v/ould have had no need to
turn to Assyria and to Egypt. Instead she would
have known the blessings of peace, and the joy
of prosperity. As it was, the fact that Judah
endured for a full century after the fall of
Samaria is due largely to the work of this man
of God, His principles of action were those
1, Smith, W,R,, The Prophets a>f Israel
, pp 207-8
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of a far-seeing justice, and a profound religious
experience. Because of these he could endure
persecution, he could face the strongest opposition,
and he could still bring a message of fiaith and
hope. Every action, end every word of Isaiah can
be explained only through his religious experience.
He entered into the political arena because he
was most needed there. If he had lived in anotlfr
day he might have stressed some other particular
field of endeavor, V?herever he believed the
message of Yahweh was most needed, there v/ould
Isaiah be. Only as we gain a glimpse of his
almost indescribable religious experience can
v'e expect to see the man. Through it he brought
to his day the message which was most needed,
and only through a deep religious experience of
our own can any of us have the least-hope of meeting
the problems of our own day and age#
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Summary
We have not been slow to acknomfedge the
contributions of Rome an^ Greece to our civilization,
and must accord equal recognition to that of
Israel, Prom here we have gained the heart of
all that is best in our religion. At the center
of this contribution is to be found the life and
the message of the prophetic personalities. The
prophet occupied a prominent place in the life of
Israel, They were the outstanding men of their
day and were leaders in both politics and religion,
TVie^T were each possessed of a great religious
experience. It vms this which seemed to give them
the courage and the wisdom necessary to carry on
their work in the face of the most stubborn oppo-
sition, One of the greatest of these was Isaiah,
the son of Amoz, He was especially active in
politics but this was because he felt it necessary
in order to further the cause of Yahweh in Judah.
The book of Isaiah has had a great sphere of
influence. Few other books of the Bible can
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match Its beauty of lantyiage or its majesty of
of thoaoht. Its authorship has been one o.^ the
most difficult problems in all the field of Old
Testament research. It is nov/ generally divided
into three sections : chapters one through thirty-
nine, in the main, belong to Isaiah, the son of
Amoz; chapters forty through fifty-five, were
written by one v/ho has been called Deutero-
Isaiah; and chapters fifty- six through sixty-
six are known as Trito-Isaiah . Each of these
was written at a different time. The first comes
from the life of our Isaiah, the second from the
period of the Exile, and the third from the time
following the Exile. Each has its values and each
can teach us much which is indispensable for our
modern age.
We do not know much concerning Isai. ah, the
son of Amoz. He was born and lived in Jerusalem,
probably being a member of the royal household.
He had a family and was commissioned in 740 B.C.
He is reouted to have been cruelly raflrdered by
king Manasseh but this has little historical
basis.
His ministry is best known for its religious
statesmanship. During this period of activity he
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dealt with three great political crises :
(1) The threatened invasion of Syria and Israel
and submission to Assyria.
(2) The proposed Egyptian alliance.
(3) The invasion of Judah by Sennacherib of
Assyria.
He met all of these in a masterful way, and
if Judah had followed his advice she would have
seen much happier days. As it was the fact that
Judah was able to maintain its existence for
over a century after the fall of Samaria was due
largely to this prophet.
His character was of the hlf^est quality.
He v'as democratic, courageous, far-sighted,
well balanced, emotional, and firmly believed
in a righteous Yahv/eh, His optimism was never
failing and he was possessed of great ideals which
he constantly followed.
In the year that king Uzziah died (740 B.C.)
Isaiah underwent an experience which determined
the direction of his entire life. It w^as here
that he saw God for the first time. it was here
that he received his conception of the Hol 7f One of
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Israel which was his dominating theme for the rest
of '^ife. It was here that he heard the call to
the ministry and received his commission as a
prophet of the Lord, Such an experience cannot
come v/ithout scane preparation and Isaiah had this.
He was probably ?/ell educated and came from a
strong, religious home. Then the illness of
the good king Uzziah probably made a strong im-
pression on this youth who had never knov/n anything
but happiness and prosperity and caused him to
ponder at great length over the more serious things
of life. At any rate we do know that he did see
the Lord and that because of it his entire life
was changed*
But a vital religious experience such as
this camot remain static. It must grow and
expand, We v/ould expect a man of Isaiah’s nature
to have other visions and he does mention a fev/ of
them (1:1, 2:1, 8:1, 20:2, 22:14, 31:4). His
message also grew. This is best seen by the
fact that in the first thirteen chaptefs Isaiah
is concerned only v^ith Judah and Jern.7salem, but
then he expands and considers his neighbors. His
social vision, his conception of God as the "Holy
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One of Israel,” his emphasis on the need for
feith, his idea of ’’the Remnant,” and his Messiani
conception all demonstrate the growth and develop-
ment of his experience. In general it may he
said that as Isaiah grew older be became more
kindly in his attitude toward his people. His
Yahweh became a Hod of mercy, as well as of doom.
In connection with this same line of thought
v/e may consider Isaiah as a mystic. He v/as not
one of the extreme mystics such as we find in the
doctrines of the Buddha but we cannot escape the
fact that his call and commission was a mystical
experience. His mysticism v/as expressed in
activity and in the service of his fellow men.
In him we find just that kind of mysticism which
is necessary to any well rounded religious
character.
Another phase of the work and experience of
the prophet Isaiah worthy of our thought is that
of the problems which he faced. These all center
around one main theme - the righteousness of
Jehovah and faith in Him, For our purposes they
have been divided into the personal, social,
political, and religious.
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His personBl problems consist in his wonder-
ment concerning the suffering of the good king
Ujizziah, his life work, his roys 1 connections when
working with the common people, and those other
ordinary problems v/hich afflict all men. Knowing
as little as v.e do concerning his personal life
it is difficult to discuss his personal problems,
but v;e can say that in him they occupied a
minimum of space time being subordinated always
to his great task.
The social problems were three in number:
that of the wealth, of social discrirainaticn, end
of dru.nkeness and the aesociate*^ evils. These
came about as a natural result of the easy life
during the period of extraordinary prosperity
under Uzziah. This is the natural result of any
period when luxuries become over prevalent and
when the nee^d for hard work decreases.
The political problems are simply those
which arose out of thethree crises of the period
and of the refusal of the rulers to consider the
will of Yahv/e.
Last but not least we come to the religious
problems. We have seen that all the several
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problems v/Mch Issiah feced are centered around
the religious, nevertheless there are certain
definite religious difficulties which had to be
met. These were: the old, old problem of a
corrupt clergy, of formalism in v^orship v/ithout
the inward sincerity of heart, and of the intro-
duction of foreign gods. The attitude of the
people of Judah toward these problems would settle
their fate and this was Isaiah’s message to them.
Last of all we must investip;ate the secrets
of this great prophet which ennabled him to
meet such determined opposition, to combat such
great' and still to keep his head up and to remain
cheerfully optimistic through it all. The first
of these is his indomitable courage, Pot many
men ever face grer^r difficulties than Isaiah,
but not once did he falter. Instead he carried
on with a supreme attitude o f loyalty and devotion.
In the mi'^st of it all he carried with him
an unfailing optimism. This took the form of
three different messages - the promise of a
remnant, the doctrine of the inviolability of
Jerusalem, and the prophecy of a Messianic king.
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Included In the other values which Isaiah
has for us we have named his conception of God
as the Holy One of Israeli his periods for quiet
and meditation, and his supreme devotion to his
ideal. Through them all we can see the bright
light of his profound religious experience il-
luminating the path which we of today must follow.
Only through a similar religious experience can
we ever hope to meet the great problems which are
ours
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